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Weather
High 40°
Low 30*

Greek
ban
BRIEFLY dismissed
Campus
by council
Sruelty reported: Members
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity were
reported to the Wood County Humane
Society to be allegedly playing with
gerbila by using them as hockey
pucks, according to the University
police department.
Barb Waddell, public information
officer, said an anonymous caller had
contacted the humane society last
Wednesday, which in turn contacted
the University police Friday.
Anyone charged with cruelty to
animals, a second-degree
misdemeanor, could receive the
maximum sentence of SO days in jail,
fines of 1750 and an organisational
fine of $4,000, Waddellsaid.
The incident remains under
investigation by University police.

World
Suspect seized: In Uppsala,
Sweden, a Swedish court identified a
Palestinian living in Sweden as a
suspect in the bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103 and approved the seizure of
evidence during a raid on his
apartment last week. The District
Court, granting a request by Scottish
detectives to authorize the seizure of
15 bags of clothing, said it found
Mohammed Abo Talb "is suspected In
Scotland of murder or as an accessory
to murder."
The court said the clothing taken
one week ago from Abo Talb's
apartment''can be presumed to carry
significance for the Investigation"
and the seizure was therefore legal.
It was believed to be the first time a
suspect has faced a court proceeding
for the explosion Dec. 21,1988 of the
Pan Am flight over Lockerbie,
Scotland that killed 270 people.
Abo Talb, 35, was in Jail awaiting a
verdict on separate charges of
murder and attempted murder for
complicity in a series of bomb attacks
in Scandinavia and Holland in 1985
and 1088. One bomb in Copenhagen
killed one person and wounded more
than JO.
Abo Talb, a former activist in the
Palestine Popular Struggle Front
group, was linked to Flight 103 when it
was established that he was in Malta
two months before the explosion.

Nation
Inventor dies: In Cincinnati,
a memorial was held Monday for Tien
Lui, who In 1957 helped develop the
Play-Doh synthetic modeling clay.
Lui died Thursday of cancer at the
Hospice of Cincinnati. He was
believed to be in his 80s, although no
records exist from his birth in China.
In 1967, Lui was hired by Rainbow
Crafts. Inc., to develop a sculpting
material that would be softer than
modeling clay, making it easier for
small children to use.
"Other people were involved in it.
He made ft work," said Jim Kipling, a
lawyer for Cincinnati-based Kenner
Products, which bought Rainbow
Crafts in 1971.
Writer photographs: In
Jackson. Miss., during the Great
Depression, Eudora welty captured
the many guises of poverty through
her camera's lens. And despite the
despair, the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author found a natural Joy as
Mlssisaippians washed laundry by
hand, tended a bootleg still or
slaughtered hogs.
Unlike other photographers who
chronicled the era, such as Walker
Evans and Dorothea Lange, who
Intentionally illustrated the pain and
bitterness of the period, Welty's
photographs aren't a misery index of
any sort. The 80-year-old Southern
writer found almost universally
pleasant emotions in her imposed
subjects.
Her 1930s photographs—taken as
aha traveled Mississippi as a publicity
»lent for President Roosevelt's
orks Progress Administration —
provide solid evidence of the Joy and
pride she saw among even the most
poverty-stricken residents of the
nation's poorest state.
Her new book, "Eudora Welty
Photographs," recently published by
the University Press of Mississippi,
features 216 black-and-white images
— many included in the first book.
They extend into the SOsandacross
the globe. However, the 30s
photographs of poor Mississippians
irUU dominate In both quantity and
quality.
Compiled from local Mod AP
win reports

by John Kohl.lr.nd
staff writer

A ban on Greek housing in S-l zones
was rejected by the Bowling Green City
Council Monday night after long discussion involving Council members,
city residents and University students.
Ward 1 Councilman Don Pond, a University student and Phi Delta Theta
member, voted to pass the ordinance
along with four other Council members, but the legislation did not get the
six votes required for approval, allowing Greek housing to continue to be
built in areas zoned S-l.
The Greek ban was proposed by
Ward 2 Councilman Jeff Gordon earlier
this year to prevent Greek housing
from being built on the old Pee Wee
League field, on Mercer Road in Ward
Council President John Qulnn and
Ward 4 Councilman Bill Herald opposed the ban, but the ban failed since
It missed approval from the city's
Planning tTeaimtiafsnsi

Pond said he voted for the ban because It would encourage the grouping
of Greek houses in one R-a zone.
"I don't really car* how It's perceived by the Greek community because I've told them time and again
that we need to keep it all together,* he

BG News/Pat Mlngarelli

Look What I Got

D See Cornell, page I.

Kim Hall. Freshman, reacts after receiving a Lego building block set from Santa Clau*. Santo visited the Falcons Nest after the
University Activities Organization sponsored a Christmas tree lighting outside the Student Union Monday evening. Jennifer Gilbert (left), sophomore, Denise Strouble (middle), freshman, and Pauls Janls (right), sophomore, who were eating dinner with Hall
also received gifts.

Financial assistance Sewage backup forces
service questioned apartment evacuation
bvJ.nw. A. Tinker
staff writer

Thousands of University students
may be giving $50 to a financial aid assistance company for information that
Is likely available for free at the University.
The Academic Council en Financial
Assistance has maas-rnalled letters encouraging University students to tain
advantage of their guaranteed financial aid offer, the University's Director
of Financial Aid and Student Employment Deborah Heineman said.
The University provides a similar
scholarship search service through the
financial aid office, using a data base
system.
Heineman said the ACFA's title, logo
and Washington D.C. address give the
appearance of a federal agency —
which they are not
In the fetter, students are informed
by a Stephanie Arsenault, assistant director of ACFA, of "a number of
grants, scholarships and fellowships
are available ... through corporations,
foundations, and other private and public sources."
More than 10 students each day have
been celling the University's financial
aid office inquiring about the company's legitimacy, Heineman said.
The Better Business Bureau in Wash-

ington has been contacted and officials
there said they also have received
scores of calls about the ACFA from
across the country, she said.
A BBB spokesman told Heineman
they had no knowledge of the ACFA until the recent inquiries began, but are
now requesting Information from the
company which will be provided to university financial aid departmenta.
"If we have something before
Christmas we would be doing well,"
Heineman said.
Interested students may call Arsenault at her toll-free telephone number
for further information, the letter
states, but upon calling, students
receive a California office and are referred to one of Arsenault's counselors.
Students may then ask for an application that wilf provide them with a bat
of possible financial aid supporters who
donate money because it Is tax deductible, according to a counselor contacted by TheBGSewi.
The $50 is guaranteed to be returned
if an applicant does not receive at least
one award or scholarship. However, a
letter of denial from each source must
be given as evidence, the letter states.
Attaining all the denial letters could
prove to be rather difficult, Heineman
said.
"When something is guaran[.teed.the
larding is very Important,"
wording
important," ishe said,
lutionlng students to read the
tl Inforcautioning
mation
ation closely.

A sewage backup in apartments on
East Merry Avenue this weekend
forced several residents out of their
apartments for the night.
University junior Roxanne Zimmerly, 522 East Merry Ave. #28, said
more than 50 gallons of sewage backed
up through the sinks, showers and
toilets In her basement apartment Saturday afternoon.
"Someone flushed the toilet and it
just started to overflow," Zimmerly
said. "Every time somebody upstairs
flushed, more came out."
Zimmerly said she and her roommates called both the landlord, Robert
Maurer, and the city's utility department immediately.
City inspectors determined the
backup was not caused by a problem
within the city's sewage lines, but
rather a blockage in the apartment
complex's line.
Maurer was unavailable for comment on the situation.
Zimmerly's roommate, Junior Ann
Marie Voltz. said the sinks and showers
spewed sludge for more than an hour
and a half until a plumber could be reached to suck the line dry.
"We had to scoop bucketsUvu
of sewage
up and go out through
tb*
S room
r
to dump It outslde,' Voltx said.

President warns against
spending peace windfall
byAUnFrem
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - Despite a declaration Monday
by President Bush that fie doesn't enact a "peace
dividend" to result from reduced East-West tensions, many members of Congress are urging heftier
spending on domestic programs as the military
budget Is reduced.
•We have a lot of demands at home, and there's no
question about that, "Bush said at a news conference
in Brussels at the end of his trip to s summit with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev. "But I think it U
premature to speak as same are at home about a
peace dividend — take a lot of money out of defense
and put it into other worthy causes."
The president said the reason there can be no such
windfall was that the Gramm-Rudman deficitreduction law requires that he produce a budget far
fiscal 1991 containing! ai shortfafTof no more than 184
billion.
The deficit for this budget year, which ends Sept.
SO, is projected at aboutfllO billion. Bush will proit his proposed budget to Congress en Jan. 22.
sent
"There Just isn't a lot of, quote, excess money,
..uniiuote, floating around there," Bush told a news conerence in Brussels, Belgium.
Although members ot Congress art split over the
question, man
on the nearly I
prises about o
lion annual spending.

"The
He plumber came out right away,
as far as getting the smell out,
that'll take more time," Zimmerly
said. "It really stinks."

by Wynne Everett
staff writer

They cite three reasons: the easing of Cold War
tensions, the need to shrink the deficit and a desire to
replenish domestic programs that have been hit hard
by Reagan-era spending cuts.
"The more you cut from the military, the less
damage you do to domestic programs to meet
Gramm-Rudman targets," Rep. Barney Frank,
D-Mass., said Monday.
Frank has been a leader of a group of liberals
pressing congressional leaders to stesh about |20 billion off the Pentagon's budget and redistribute most
of it among health, bousing, education and other domestic programs.
Conservative Rep. Sonny Montgomery, D-Miss.,
chairman of the House Veterans Affairs Committee,
told reporters Monday that he would like to see next
year's defense spending frozen at 1990 levels and
envisions savings by eventually bringing some UA
troops home from Europe.
"If we do have these extra monies I would like for
them to go into the national debt and take about half
the money and use It for domestic programs in the
United States." Montgomery said.
Since Frank's group made its proposals, Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney has begun conaldering plans
to shrink expected military spending rates by up to
♦180 billion over the next three to five years.
Since 198B, military spending has decreased by an
average of Jpercent annually when inflation U taken
into account, even though the actual amount of
money going to the Pentagon has increased each
year. Defenee Department outlays, 8285 billion in
IMS, should reach *287 billion this year.

The backup was caused by a buildup
of grease that had been poured down
drams in the complex, Zimmerly said.
Maurer paid for Zimmerly and her
roommates to spend Saturday night in
a betel, she said, but due to the slow
cleanup, living in the apartment is still
"My roommate is sleeping on the
couch because all her things have had
to be piled on her bed,'' Zimmerly said.
"The way we look at it, we should get
some damage (compensation) out of
this."
"I had a final and a tost today that I
wasn't completely prepared for since 1
spent Saturday cleaning," she said.
Zimmerly also said this is not the
first maintenance problem she and her
roommates have had this semester.
"When we moved in. there was mold
growing up the walls,'' Zimmerly said.
"They came and cleaned It, but it grew
back.
"The smell and the mold are the two
major things
we're worried about,"
Vans said. y'With everything as damp
as it is, we're afraid the mold might
come back again. We really want (to
be) compensated for every day we
can't live normally."

Judge reduces
football player's
assault charges
by Beth Church
news editor

Due to a "misunderstanding," the assault charges
facing Bowling Groan football player Ronald Heard
i reduced by Municipal Court Judge Jerry Lee
Monday morning.
Heard pleaded no contest and was found guilty of
disorderly conduct with persistence, a fourth degree
misdemeanor, and is required to pay only 850 in
court costs.
Police attorney Marty Smith told the judge the
amended charges resulted from a "misunderstanding being straightened out."
"This is a more appropriate charge and a more
appropriate resolution to the entire matter," Smith
Heard originally faced chargea of obstructing official police .business andassaulting a police officer
during an incident which occurred at the Kappa Al-

feaft01^ "^tn^Sorn

Heard allegedly jumped on the back of a plainclothes police officer who was at the fraternity house
to serve an outstanding felony warrant from Luna
Ohiofor a former BG football player visiting.
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Colleges should
print crime stats
Safety is one of the biggest concerns parents
have when sending their children off to college.
Prospective and current students have a right to
know about the safety of their environment, as well
as what measures are taken to protect it.
It is about time something is done to insure they
are guaranteed those rights.
Undergraduate Student Government should be
applauded for recently endorsing the Crime
Awareness and Campus Security Act of 1989. If
passed, the act will mandate the publication of annual crime statistics — including information on
access to residence halls, and policies on the possession of alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs and
weapons.
So, what is there to be afraid of?
Obviously, most federally-funded colleges and
universities have something to hide. Otherwise,
more than 4 percent of them — including the University —would report their campus crime statistics to the FBI.
Many institutions hesitate to provide access to
these statistics, fearing they will be shown in a bad
light.
However, it seems they will be put in a worse
light by failing to provide numbers. People then
may assume they are trying to cover something up.
Colleges and universities should take the initiative and publish this vital information — without
waiting to see if the bill passes.
If there is a problem with releasing the information, then perhaps administrators should reevaluate the effectiveness of their individual campus security programs.

Ohio's landfills
need protection

A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

Congressman fights for 'morals'
How is it that over the course of this decade, undeniably conservative administrations have been used to promote homosexuality?
Rep. William Dannemeyer, R-Calif., must
have spent long hard hours sitting behind his
desk in Washington pondering that question.
On June 29, he blessed the members of Congress and the American people with his answer.
Dannemeyer is a familiar face on Sunday
morning news programs with Sam "the
Washington watchdog" Donaldson, the bespectacled and erudite pundit George Will,
and the balding, salty-humored old man of
political analysis David Brinkley.
Dannemeyer's face is set in rigid stone,
his countenance marred by seemingly
chronic constipation — a dime store Alexander Haig. At least once a month he can be
found on the television, clad in a conservative gray suit, spewing the senseless babble
of the far right.
Usually, he is placed opposite a babyfaced, curly haired liberal wearing tweed
and bubbling over with idealism. An idealism so intense that Dannemeyer's backward
Neanderthal beliefs provoke the liberal to
protest so vehemently that he loses control
and wets his pants.
In these situations, Dannemeyer must feel
a little tingle of excitement himself.
In Issue 135, Volume 89 of the Congressional Record — a verbatim record of
all Congressional proceedings, debates,
votes and procedural actions —Dannemeyer
offers his treatise on homosexuality.
Although its inclusion in the Record was

protested strenuously, it eventually found its
way into print. A few choice excerpts of
Dannemeyer's ranting on the floor of the
Congress will further shed some light on his
personality.
"Past wisdom blamed it on the strange
bedfellows of politics. As if to say, "This
democracy is a government of all the people.' But current wisdom now suggests that
the 'strange bedfellow' answer should be
taken more literally.
"Militant homosexuals do not want you to
know the behavior that defines their existence."
And Dannemeyer goes on to tell us what it
is. It leads one to wonder if he did any undercover investigative reporting to gather his
facts.
"... the average homosexual's favorite activities include: Receiving oral sodomy —
that is, putting one man's penis in another
man's mouth; performing anal penetraUon;
and participating in mutual oral sodomy.
"Other activities peculiar to homosexuality include: Rimming — one man using his
tongue to lick the rectum of another man;
golden showers — having one man or men
urinate on another man or men; fisting or
handballing ... and using what are euphemistically termed toys, such as one man
inserting dildoes. certain vegetables, or
lightbulbs up another man's rectum."
Perhaps the Congressional Record should
be mailed to American homes in a plain
brown wrapper.
Dannemeyer then goes on to praise the
many Americans who "daily affirm the societal, if not intrinsic, value of the heterosexual ethic." It's nice to know we have a

Congressman's approval to find someone of
the opposite sex and get laid, though.
"Majoritarian morality," says Dannemeyer, is the legitimate mandate by
which we govern these supposedly free
states. It sounds strangely similar to something the Rev. Jerry FalweU, the babypowdered, non-greasy Boss Hawg of televangelism, called "The Moral Majority."
Other intellectual tidbits Dannemeyer entered into the Congressional Record: "Homosexuals are among the most unhealthy of
demographic groups. Historically, their
bowels have been full of the bulk of enteric
diseases in America.
"If homosexuals need bias in politics, they
need look no further for political cover than
the conclaves of both political parties, especially the Democratic Party."
It's not unusual for a bigot to open his
mouth and have something prejudiced tumble out. It's not unusual for a politician to be
an idiot. It's not unusual for the two to be one
and the same.
But it seems pretty unusual that the people
of California keep re-electing William Dannemeyer to the Congress.
Dannemeyer concludes by saying, "As
long as I have the pleasure to serve in the
U.S. Congress, I will continue to affirm the
heterosexual ethic at every turn, with every
subtlety, with every bit of imagery I can
conjure, with the help of good people across
this Nation..."
Keep humping, Bill. With good, moral
leaders like you, eventually we'll all get
screwed.
Robaugh is a columnist for The News.

m

.ien things become scarce, they become more
valuable and those who have them become
more protective. What's true of rare stamps, books
and antiques is also true of landfills.
Like most states, Ohio barely has enough landfill
space to meet its own dumping needs over the next
several years. It certainly doesn't need a lot of garbage from other states taking up space intended for
Ohio trash.
There's a problem, however, and it is the U.S.
Constitution. The so-called commerce clause gives
Congress the power to regulate commerce among
the states. By implication, that means the states
cannot act on their own to regulate commerce, not
even commerce in garbage.
U.S. Rep. Thomas A. Luken, D-Cincinnati, has introduced a bill that would give states the power to
stop outside trash under certain conditions.
whether the bill passes may depend on whether
there are more votes in Congress from states anxious to protect their landfills, like Ohio, than there
are from states looking for outside dumping sites.
This editorial was reprinted courtesy of the
Mansfield News Journal
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Administration should consider IJSG president's parking proposal
To the Editor,
I would like to express how responsible Kevin Coughlin's
parking plan seems. The article
on Nov. 30 contained impressive
ideas on resolving the parking
problem here at Bowling Green.

ployees park in the back) for
convenience. Hence, so should
the students. We are customers
of the University and our tuition
pays for its growth, salaries,
etc., as the customers of a business does.

Lot 6 is not the answer. Kevin, as
president of USG, certainly
takes into consideration the students. Why can't the administration consider their customers?

Kevin compared students to
customers of an establishment.
As we all know, customers park
closest to the business (em-

The "Coughlin Plan" deserves
to be seriously considered by the
administration. Student parking
belongs near the University and

The plan he proposes is sensible. Why must the administration put our needs second? I
challenge the administration to
respond to the "Coughlin Plan."

Fatman
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As a senior graduating in May, I
am extremely interested in their
opinions. As a future alumna,
how much the administration
chooses to support the students
may affect how much I choose to
support the University in years
to come. It's about time the students come first.
Kathleen Vernon
OCMB5923
by John Boissy
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USG approves rights bill
by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

Undergraduate Student
Government unanimously
passed a bill supporting a policy
to protect the rights of homosexual, bisexual and handicapped students Monday night,
making it the third government
body at the University to call for
such change.
However, earlier that evening
University President Paul Olscamp had told the General Assembly, at its last meeting of the
semester, that he does not believe discrimination — on any
level — was ever going to end.
"I don't think discrimination
is ever going to end ... and I
think anyone who thinks it is
doesn't have the same experience I have living as a grownup," Olscamp said.
BG News/John Grieshop
Thirteen tow trucks were used early Monday morning to remove approximately 30 cars from an area owned by Conrail Railways on the 500 block of Clough Street. According to City of Bowling Green patrolman
Clarence Alvord, the cars were illegally parked on Conrail property, and last week the drivers were warned
about the possibility of being towed.

The University should do
everything it can to prevent discrimination where it can, and he
said he supported resolutions
such as the one on the USG

agenda.
"I'm really worried about
(discrimination) because the information I have... indicates it's
not a local thing, but a growing
national thing," lie said.
"There are relevant differences between human beings
that matter and irrelevant differences between people that
don't matter ... Gay or straight,
Chinese or Canadian — these
kind of differences don't matter," he said.
USG's bill proposes to ensure
these differences do not cause
discrimination in any form at
the University, by calling for the
University to include a specific
policy protecting the rights of
the three groups in the Student
Code and in the University's
official statement of Roles and
Missions.
The bill also urges the offices
of Affirmative Action, Minority
Affairs and Equal Opportunity
Compliance to change their individual roles and missions poli-

cies to support a Universitywide policy amendment.
Within the past three weeks,
similar resolutions have been
approved by the Graduate Student Senate and Faculty Senate.
Olscamp also issued a statement
on the topic several weeks ago.
Copies of the USG legislation
will be sent to each of the offices
the student government hopes to
influence, as well as Olscamp
and the Board of Trustees.
Considering the statements
given by Univeristy administrators condemning such discrimination, USG would be timely in
supporting such legislation now,
according to senator Craig Taliaferro.
"We are here to represent the
students and it looks like the
students really want this," senator Roger McCarthy said, noting
that recent campus meetings
and discussions indicate an' increased interest in preventing
discrimination.

Fleet tows thirty cars Code change sought
Violators face fine and tresspassing charge
by John Kohlstrand
staff writer

A fleet of 13 tow trucks
dragged away about 30 students cars parked in a vacant
lot on the 500 block of Clough
Street Monday morning, much
to the suprise of some students
who park there regularly.
In addition to a $40 fine, students who parked in the lot
now face charges of trespassing from the property's owner,
Conrail.
Trucks from six different
companies spent an hour removing cars from the lot, according to Bowling Green patrolman Clarence Alvord who
was at the scene.
The lot, next to the railroad
tracks, was often used by tenants of the Campus Manor
apartment complex across the
street because of a parking
shortage, the complex's assistant manager Kim Roess-

ner said.
Other students, especially
from Founders Quadrangle,
also have used the lot without
problem in the past, Roessner
said.
However, Conrail informed
Campus Manor last Wednesday that they would have the
cars parked there towed beginning on Friday, she said.
City administrators and the
Wood County Health Department were pressuring Conrail
about litter that had been collecting in the lot, Roessner
said, and a memo was sent out
warning Manor residents not
to park there.
Apparently not all of the residents followed the message,
although several signs on the
property warn against trespassing.
Bill Bellmar, a resident of
the complex, parked there
early this morning and was
one of those surprised to find
his car gone.

"I'm scrapping for every
dime." Bellmar said. "Now
(my car) is sitting in a tower's
lot and he'll charge me $10 a
day."
when he parked there early
Monday morning, he said two
police cars were in the lot, apparently from the city police
and Conrail security.
"They watched me park
there and walk away," Bellmar said. "Neither of them
said a word."
Jeanne Ellis, 510 Harmon
Hall, said she never heard
about Conrail's plans to tow
the vehicles.
"We've been parking there
since last year and nobody has
ever said anything," she said.
She parked there at about 10
p.m. Sunday because the
closest open parking spaces to
Founders Quadrangle were at
the football stadium.
Ellis and the others who
were parked in the lot are now
D See Towed, page 7.

GSS requests protection of homosexual rights
by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

Graduate Student Senate voted Friday to
request a change in the Student Code securing University students freedom from discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation.
The 1989-90 University Student Code assures
students of the right "to freedom from discrimination and harassment on the basis of age. race,
color, national origin, sex, handicap and religious
or political views.
The GSS proposal adds sexual orientation to that
list.
Passed by a large majority, the proposal states
"all individuals, regardless of their sexual orientation, be offered full protection from any violation
of their Human Rights, and be allowed complete
access to and participation in all University activities, facilities, and services otherwise afforded to
all individuals associated with the University."
GSS program coordinator Wayne Berman said
he believes there have been problems concerning
discrimination of homosexuals on campus.
"This has got to be one of the most intolerant
Elaces when it comes to any type of alternative
festyle," Berman said. "I really don't think

there's any proof we need to show that — Just look
around."
Senators voiced support of the proposal, agreeing it is a step toward protecting human rights on a
broader basis.
"In protecting human rights in this way, we're
protecting our human rights and University rights
— it reflects on all of us," said Mary Catherine
Harper, a represenative of the English department.
This change in the Student Code would help to
change the narrow attitudes that exist among students in some classes and present a better learning
environment, according to Paul Fraizer, a representative of the theater department.
In some of the introductory classes he teaches,
students are "upset and vocal that we shouldn't be
putting those things on stage," he said. "If there
were (homosexual) students in my class, it would
bother them."
GSS's proposal now will be considered by Faculty Senate and Berman said he expects it to be approved.
"Last year ... we sent (a similar proposal)! to
Faculty Senate, and everything was OK. except
they said it was too wordy," Berman said, noting
this version of the proposal had been shortened.:
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
The Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations is now distributing the Budget
Request Forms to those student
organizations seeking General Fee funds
for 1990-91. This form is available in
Room 305 Student Services Building. The
forms must be completed and returned to
Room 305 Student Services Building by 5
p.m. Monday, February 5,1990.

]^)W homework
wont look homemade
:■■'■"'

Now after you put in an
p^ all-nighter, your
homework won t
come out looking the way you do.
Not once you get Apples" personal LaserWriter" out of the box: the LaserWriter Use.
Having one can make your work look
crisp, clear, and tastefully together. Even ,
on those mornings when you roll into class
crumpled, glassy-eyed, and dry of mouth.
& IVKKAfi/tk Onnjtuier.

And with your own Use, you'll never
have to trek over and line up disk in hand at
the computer lab or the copy store,
So if experience has taught you that
neatness does count, we suggest you check
out the affordable LaserWriter Usc.The neatest way ever devised to put out your output.
The power to be your best

Inc A/j/tk'. tk'fypk- kf>o wul lusirWrihr an- rvgfSkmitnuhtMrks of. and Ih'/ntnr tn heyitur lustft a tratlenunk (ifApple Computer. Inc.

For further information, go to
Williams Hall Computer Services Lab
"itiKVnt hi lly
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The Neanderthals:

A New Look at an Old Face

In ilw beginning.
Anthropologists crawl around on their hands and knees,
sifting through piles of rubble, slate, and bedrock looking for
bits and pieces of ancient human bone. After collecting hundreds of bone fragments, some barely larger than small rocks
or pebbles, these scientists make broad, sweeping assertions
about how this, that, or the other part of human anatomy
looked one, two, or three million years ago. Understandably,
considering the amount of evidence that they have to work
with, anthropologists occasionally make mistakes. In the case
of Neanderthal man, they made a doozy. For, unlike the common representation. Neanderthal man was not a beetlebrowed, hunch-backed, knuckle-dragging, muscle-bound
savage at all. In fact, if recent findings prove correct, he
more closely resembles a broad-foreheaded, long-armed,
buff mental midget like those found in todays weight rooms.
Granted, it's not a heck of an improvement but it's one that
warrants further discussion and research.
//. sapiens—M\ih <>/ fiction?
At one time, before the theory of gravity existed, it was
thought the earth (being flat as a pancake) was supported in
mid-air on the shoulders of a giant, who in turn stood squarely
on—you guessed it— tlie back of a tremendous tortoise.
The point being, human progress is based on scientists righting
the intellectual wrongs of the past. In which case, today's
anthropologists have their work cut out for them. For, as scientist Jim Averv recently stated in the Weekly National Star,"Our

AOova A Naandarthal skull. Note* tha
larga cranial capacity and masaiva jaws.
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Indian seeks sensitivity
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

In an effort to correct certain
stereotypes and create awareness of American Indians and
their culture, one University
student is trying to organize a
group to give presentations.
Jamie Oxendine, a Tuscarora
Indian and a graduate student in
the College of Music, wants to
bring other local American Indian students together.
His effort is motivated by the
lack of sensitivity toward minorities —especially American Indians — which he personally
discovered when he made a presentation on campus.
"Usually I change into my
costume when I arrive at the
building I am speaking at.
However, because I was running
short on time, I had to walk from
the music building wearing my
costume," Oxendine said.
"By the time I got to where I
was speaking, people had said,

'How,' 'What's up chief' and
'Look, it's Geronimo.'"
Oxendine said the incident
made him realize a lot about
student attitudes.
"(It) did hurt and presents
that the campus is not as aware
as people think it is," be said.
"We have a long way to go before we reach the level of
awareness we should be at."
In addition, he said toe American Indian stereotype has remained where it was 20 years
ago in American society because of the TV westerns.
"That is apparent from the
way people reacted when I
walked down the street in my
tribal costume," he said.
"You would think that the response would be overwhelming
(tor people to come and hear a
real Indian come and speak);
however, it was totally the opposite," Oxendine said.
He attributes the attitude to
lack of correct information provided in secondary schools and

in the media.
"Moat students do not know
that Native Americans invented
popcorn or that many words in
the E*ji»ii«h language have Indian origin, and they are not
taught such things in school," he
Oxendine laid due to stereotypes rrf physical appearance of
Indians, moat people do not believe be is an American Indian
unless he tells them otherwise.
"People think mat because
I'm Native American, I should
have cheekbones into my eyesockets and straight black
hair," he said.
The goal of the group Oxendine is attempting to organize
would be to correct such misconceptions, as well aa to bring
"We could have a Native
American cultural week, have a
powwow and get more involved
with the ethnic studies department to create awareness, be
said.

Jamie Oxendlne, a graduate
student In the College of Music,
plays his flageolet after a lecture at
the Honors Center below Kreischer
Quadrangle. The flageolet, which
he received as a gift, is a American
Indian instrument associated with
love.
Bead work is part of Oxendine's
attire. Oxendine does most of his
bead work himself, except for his
belt, which was a gift from a friend.
The chest piece Is made of small
animal bones and glass beads. It is
mainly decorative, although
several kinds of chest pieces served protective functions. The small
rosettes, upper left, were designed
and made by Oxendine and are
worn attached to his headpiece.

Oxendine puts on his bustle In preparation for a lecture. All of me five
bustles he wears while dancing are ones he has made. The bustles are
made of turkey feathers because of their strength and because wild turkeys are common In the coastal North Carolina area where the Lumbees
live.

American Indian dance is Included in Oxendine's lectures. He has danced competitively, and once placed
second in North Carolina. He is considering entering competitions in the future, even though he has not competed for some time. Competitions are sponsored at many of the larger powwows and American Indian meetings, and several competitions offer substantial prlie money.
Oxendine is writing his masters thesis on teaching American Indian music and much of his work is done in his office In
the Moore Musical Arts Center. He hopes American Indian
music will be added to the curriculum in the School of Music,
either through additions to an existing course or as a separate
course. Oxendine received his bachelor's in music education
from Pembroke State University In 1987.

Photos by: Mark Deckard
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Stress plagues all students
Tension management classes teach relaxation methods
by Amy Burkctt
managing editor

There is leas than a week left
in the semester and for many
students the stress can be overwhelming with midterms and
papers due — and very little
time to complete them.
Tension management can relieve some of the stress caused
by all of those commitments,
according to Barbara Hayden,
tension management course instructor.
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"Stress is a major problem
among college students," Hayden stud.
Students often believe they
are the only ones facing stressful issues, Hayden said.
"I want them to know stress is
not only their problem," she
said. "Stress is everywhere and
everyone has it. They're not
alone."
In the University's tension
management class, students
learn relaxation techniques and
have an opportunity to discuss
their situations with others.
Discussions, lectures, imagery exercises and other ways to
relieve stress are included in the
course, Hayden explained.
"People don't realize all the
different ways there are of dealing with stress." she said.
However, there is not one
sure-fire method for coping with
stress because some people may
handle it mentally through reading, while others take more of a
physical approach through
exercise, she said.
"It doesn't really matter how
you handle it as long as you realize the problem and try to work
through it," she said.
Keeping stress bottled up inWE CARE

WE CARE

ternally can create physical
problems because "you can
create headaches, stomach
problems and — on the very extreme end —ulcers," Hayden
said.
Craig Vickio, a clinical psychologist at the University, said
maintaining a healthy attitude is
one way of coping with stress.
"Focus on reducing your
stress," he said. "Adopt a more
healthy perspective by focusing
on the parts of life you can control, not the part you cannot"
Director of Counseling and
Development Roman Carek
gave five warning signs which
signal stress overload:
I Irritability,
I Lack of concentration,
a Difficulty sleeping,
i Frequent tension headaches,
D Lack of motivation.
Carek also believes coping
with stress must be done on a
very individualized basis, but
describes time management as
an important element.
"Procrastination can be the
first sign of some stress and it
even increases stress for some
people, but others do their best
work when they are under pressure," he said.

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

CONGRATULATIONS!
NOVEMBER FINALISTS
Administrative Staff- Dr. Dean Pardy
Director of Office Research and
Evaluation
Classified Staff- Alan Converse
Secretary Prevention Center;
Alcohol and Other Drug Center
Graduate Student- Mary Keen
Graduate Advisor
University Activities Organization
BECAUSE YOU CARE, BOWLING GREEN IS A
BETTER PLACE.
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF

When people discuss stress, a
common term that often follows
is burnout.
Burnout and stress are very
similar because "burnout is
caused by people letting stress
get way out of hand," he said.
Vickio recently compiled a
survey dealing with burnout.
In a recent survey, 107 counselors from 13 Ohio universities
were questioned on how to cope
with burnout and the four most
frequently cited strategies
were:
nMaintain a sense of humor,
DEstablish realistic goals,
□Acknowledge vulnerabilities
and limitations,

□Associate with healthy, welladjusted people.

Vickio said a common saying
used in tension management
textbooks and seminars regarding stress is: "It's not what life
does to you, it's what you do with
what life does to you that determines how happy you are."
Tension management is important for your everyday life to
prevent burnout because not
every strategy works for every
person, but the important thing
is to find what works and stick to
it.

Planetarium offers
holiday star show
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

Christmas is in the air at the
University — or in the sky — as
the Christmas show "Secret of
the Star" is being presented at
the planetarium for the next two
weeks.
Locally written and produced
by Dale Smith, associate professor of physics and astronomy,
and other members of the University staff, the show is a first
for the University.
"Christmas shows are traditionally the most popular
shows of the year," Smith said.
"We've been very anxious to get
a year when we had the time to
add a Christmas show to our
agenda."
The show consists of a
multimedia presentation of music and slides pertaining to
Christmas and the season of
winter. The stars are projected
onto the dome and the audience
first views the Bowling Green
sky and participates in a star
talk given by Smith.
In addition, the audience is
taken back in time to 7 B.C. to
view the sky and the "Star of
Bethlehem.''
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I Happy Holidays! |

DO YOU ...
NEED MATHEMATICS CREDIT?
HAVE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS?
LIKE TO MAKE MATH WORK FOR YOU?

RESERVE

OFFICERS

TRAINING

CORPS

•Can be used toward Group III requirement for degree
programs including B.A., B.F.A., B.A. in Comm.
•Prerequisite: 1 year of high school algebra. This course
will not cover extensive algebraic skills.
•Watch the programs in your home or on-campus.
•Only 1 5 campus meetings, taught by Fredrick Leetch,
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics & Statistics.
•Math 111,3 credits, 2 programs per week which cover
5 areas of math applications in 26 programs, Section #29952

"If we need more, why are
they all going under?" Susan
Darrow, 1014 Partridge Lane,
said referring to the folding Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
Gordon questioned why the
Greeks wanted to move offcampus, and Vojta responded by
saying there is not enough housing for them on campus.

For more information,
call Continuing Education 372-8181

VM r^Wrt^Wrl r^WMJWLS

r
no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the confidence,
self-discipline, decisiveness, and leadership skills
•ought by employers of college graduates. And you'll
learn how you can place "Army Officer" on your
resume when you graduate.
Set a course for success this term. Register now for
an Army ROTC elective:
Military Science 101

Council
a Continued from page 1.
said. "I envision an area near
the University and I think that's
out there and we need to use it."
A letter from Robert Warehime, 230 State St., a member of
the Ward 2 Neighborhood Association, argued that the area
was zoned S-l in the first place
without the approval of neighborhood residents.
A sorority in the middle of
their neighborhood would also
clearly devalue their property
prices, he said.
"It is hard for us to believe
that a court would find the building of a fraternity or sorority in
the midst of our neighborhood
acceptable," his letter said.
Chris Adams, a University
student, spoke up for the Greek
case by suggesting that the reality of Greek life has changed because community service is an
important part of Greek life,
with the emphasis shifting away
from parties, he said.
In addition, because of their
unity, fraternities or sororities
would be easier to approach
than individual students if
neighborhood groups had problems.
A Greek house would have
one-third to one-half of the students an apartment building
houses, he said, because one
floor of Greek houses is often
devoted to dining or other facilities.
Nine University sororities are
not housed today, and six more
sororities are projected for the
University in 10 years, said Amy
Vojta, president of Panhellenic
Council. The R-5 zone is not
large enough to support this
growth.

Here's a New Telecourse featuring Contemporary
Mathematics and Focusing on Real Life Applications

START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
Take an Introductory oourie from Army ROTC with

There are three parts to the
show, the first, "Festival of the
Shortest Dav," explores the past
festivals of different cultures
during the week of the winter
solstice and the origin of
Christmas. The audience is taken around the world to view different cultural Christmas celebrations.
The second part, "Tale of the
First Christmas," tells the story
of the birth of Jesus according to
the biblical presentation by
evangelists Matthew and Luke.
The possible dates of Jesus'
birth are discussed and the
mystery of the wise men and
their star is introduced.
The final part of the show,
"Secret of the Star," deals with
the mystery of the star and possible explanations for the phenomenon that the wise men saw
were explored.
The show will be presented
Dec. 1 through Dec. 17 on Tuesday and Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 2p.m. and Sunday at 7:30
p.m. Friday and Sunday shows
will be followed by stargazing
and telescope viewing from the
rooftop observatory if weather
permits. The show is open to
everyone and a $1 donation is
requested.

Inc.
We will be leasing the following locations as of
November 21st for the Fall of 1990
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542+560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
ARMY ROTC
rn iMMTtsT comet const TOO CAN TJUU.
Contact Major J*tt Oyndw 372-2476 151 Momorlal Hall

j 224 E. Wooster St.
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Holiday pounds
oan be avoided

Blotter

(AP) — Fat doesn't have to be home the leftovers.
part of the fun during the holi[Don't drink too much. Alcodays, according to weight Wat- hol has a high-calorie content —
chers magazine.
and can destroy your resolve to
There are ways to resist temp- resist other temptations.
tations to over-indulge, the
The holidays are often most
magazine says, and offers this difficult for people with eating
advice:
disorders and their families, acuPlan ahead. Have a snack cording to Dr. Charles A. Murbefore going to a get-together so kofsy, director of the Eating
you wont be "starving" when Disorders Program at Gracie
you get there.
Square Hospital in New York.
L Practice moderation. Make
"A person with an eating disroom in your day's menu for a order will often bully the family
reasonable helping of your into having turkey without all
favorite foods, but don't aban- the trimmings, or refuse to pardon your diet guidelines com- ticipate in the holiday meal at
pletely.
all,''he said.
LiJust say no, thanks. Think
about ways to turn down food
Families, he suggested,
without sounding hostile, sanc- should eive recognition to the
timonious or rude.
eating disorder instead of denyi Avoid high-risk situations. ing its existence and make muStay away from the all-you-can tually agreeable compromises
eat buffet. Let your guests take on food choices.

Towed

meets the legal requirement,
but the complex has issued more
stickers than they have
being taken to court by Conrail, parking
spaces.
she said.
"We give out stickers for
However, the parking shor- everyone that asks," she said.
tage for Campus Manor resi- "How can you be fair and decide
dents may not be resolved until who will get a parking spot and
Christmas, Roessner said.
who will not?"
"I don't know what to tell
"We advise people (before
them," she said. "They can't they lease here) that parking is
park in the alley, there's no limited and it's hard to find,"
(spaces in the) street. Conrail Roessner said.
has really put us in a jam with
Campus Manor has tried to
our tenants."
rent the property in the past, but
Tenants at Campus Manor without success, she said. If they
have been told to double park in had been told about the litter
their limited space, she said.
Eroblem earlier, Roessner said,
The number of spaces in
er employees would have kept
Campus Manor's parking lot the area clean.
D Continued from page 3.

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."
HOWARD'S club H

Good Vibrations

*& New John Pott«

Assistant Professor of Geophysics Jay Parrish adjusts the seismograph to its new home in Overman Hall. The seismograph, one of
only two in the state, was recently moved from Parrish's office to the
newly renovated basement of Overman to improve the instrument's
sensitivity and eliminate false readings. Parrish, who discovered
and repaired the seismograph soon after he began teaching at the
University, now maintains the instrument and supervises its operation.

DA brown suede jacket with a
calculator in the pocket, valued
at $235, was stolen from Hayes
Hall Thursday.
DA geometry book, valued at
$35, and a biology book, valued
at $20, were stolen from a room
in Bromfield Hall Thursday.
DA chemistry book, valued at
190, was taken from the second
floor in the women's restroom in
the University Union Thursday.
DA woman was walking on
Thurstin Street Friday when a
man grabbed her from behind.
Police are still investigating the
incident.
DThree residents of Founders
Quadrangle reported Friday
that upon returning from
Thanksgiving break, articles in
all three rooms had been
searched, but the only theft was
a 35 mm camera.
DA window in the Phi Kappa
Tau fraternity house was broken
from the outside Friday.
DA bookbag, a tweed coat,
and nine purses were stolen
from a room in the Moore Musical Arts Building Friday. University police recovered six of
the purses intact except for
cash, valued at $470.
DA 911 call was received Friday from Anderson Quadrangle
about a male wandering around
the fourth floor asking residents
for beer and acting in a strange
manner. Officers arrived, the
subject was intoxicated and escorted off campus by a friend.
DThe owner of a bicycle observed a person taking a bike
and riding off on it Saturday
from the Delta Upsilon fraternity house. The owner chased
the person but lost sight near
Offerhauer. Police recovered
the bike.
DA car parked in Lot 9 was
ray painted Saturday and
nage was valued at $20.
DErin K. Estep, 433 McDonald
West, was arrested Saturday for

open container, police said. A
court date has been set for Dec.
11.
DA mirror was torn off toe
wall, two windows broken and a
closet door was damaged Saturday in Rodgers Hall. Damage
was valued at $100.
i : Paul A. Novak of Chardon,
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly conduct Sunday in Lot 8,
police said. A court date has
beensetforDec.il.
DA resident of Founders
Quadrangle used her bank card
Sunday and forgot to take it
from the machine and when she
returned, it was gone.
DTed L. NowTdd, 709 ChamAve, was arrested for disu-ly conduct Sunday, police
said. A court date has been set
for Dec. 13.
DA sweeper, valued at $400,
was taken from an elevator in
Rodgers Hall Sunday when left
unattended.
An outside light was broken
and a sign was taken from the
Beta Theta Pi bouse Sunday,
damage valued at $100.
DA bookbag, valued at $20,
was stolen from a study cubicle
on the first floor of the Jerome
Library Sunday.
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Sports
Balance propels Falcons to sweep
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Nine players score in victories over FSU
by Don Hensley
sports editor

The Bowling Green scoring sheet read like a
Who 's Who in BG hockey last weekend, as the Falcons saw nine different players score in their
sweep over Ferris State.
It was this spreading of the
wealth, coupled with solid goaltending that led the Falcons to a
7-2 victory Saturday night, which
followed a 6-2 victory Friday.
"Our team is really starting to
develop confidence, BG head
coach Jerry York said. "The
lines are balanced right now and
that's important.
Defenseman Kevin Dahl got York
the scoring parade started Tor
the Falcons (9-7 overall and 8-6 in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association) Saturday night as he
capitalized on a nice pass from Peter Holmes to
put BG on top 1-0.
The Falcons — who own the nation's longest
winning streak at five —struggled offensively
after that as the first period ended with BG holding
the one goal advantage.
In the second period, FSU (2-11-3 overall and in
the CCHA) knotted the score on a goal by Kelly
Sorensen, only to see the Falcons regain the advantage bf ore the second intermission as Dahl tallied his second goal of the game.
But, for the second night in a row, the leers owned the third period as they peppered the Bulldog
net with five goals in a matter of 9:18 to put the
game on ice.
"I really felt good about the late goals," York
said. "These type of games can be real tight and if
you don't have the patience, they can turn the
other way."
It was Brett Harkins that got the surge going in
the third period when he scored just 17 seconds into
the period. It was then Holmes, who finished the
game with three assists, continued hisiplaymakuig
as he set up a goal by Martin Jiranek. with that the
Bulldogs nit rock bottom as Matt Ruchty, Joe
Quinn and Braden Shavchook rounded out the BG
scoring before FSU goalie Mike Williams was lifted fbrMarc Felicio.
"Everything is starting to come together," Dahl
said. "We showed that we have the killer instinct
that is needed because you can't always count on

those leads."
Part of that killer instinct came in the form of
aers who are beginning to break out of slumps
offensively and defensively.
"There's a lot of guys working hard and it's good
for them to get some goals," Quinn said. "An effort
like we had builds confidence right into the team."
And nowhere was that more evident than in the
BG net where senior Paul Connell was resurrected
Saturday night.
Connell, who got off to a less than spectacular
start — a 4-4 record and a 5.97 goals against average going into the Ferris series — looked like the
Connell of old Saturday as he kicked away 29 shots
and played extremely well when the game was
close.
"Paul's play tonight was the way he is supposed
to play," York said. "We expect him to stop the
hard shots and keep the soft ones in front of him.
But I also think it was very important for the team
to see him play well."
Connell was also glad to get a good game under
his belt.
"Tonight was an important game for me and the
rest of the team," he said. "It was important for
the team to keep the win streak alive. I felt good
and the team was playing well, I could feel the confidence."
Friday night, freshman Angelo Libertucci was
the Koaltender in the BG net and the result was
mucn of the same, as BG used a three goal outburst in the third period to start the sweep.
Scoring was Shavchook, Ruchty, Marc Potvin,
Solly, Rob Blake and Harkins.
"I thought we made some mistakes that BG was
able to capitalize on," FSU head coach John Perpich said, "The difference was that we had chances and couldn't capitalize on them while BG capitalized on all of theirs."
D □ Q
FALCON FACTS — Although BG has won five
straight and own the nation's longest win streak, it
was overlooked in the NCAA Hockey Poll that was
released for the first time this season Monday. The
Falcons received one vote and did not make the top
15. Lake Superior was first with Michigan State
third. Michigan rounded out the CCHA representitives in the top ten as they grabbed the seventh spot...The Falcons move on to IllinoisChicago where they will face the last place
Flames. This will close out the first swing through
the CCHA for the Falcons.

BG News/ John Grtcshop
Ferris State's Kelly Sorensen and Bowling Green's Dan Bylsma collide during action this weekend at the BG Ice
Arena. The Falcons swept the series, and raised their record to 9-7 overall. 8-6 in the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.

Cagers scorch Siena >
School records tumble in /l36-9/l victory .
by Andy Woodard
sports writer
Mike Deane, upon entering the
post game press conference
Monday night, summed up the
Siena College-Bowling Green
men's basketball game in one
sentence.
"Lakers 136,
Magic 91."
The talent
on the Anderson Arena
floor wasn't
quite the mismatch of that
between perennial NBA
power Los Wation
Angeles and
expansion club Orlando, but the
final score was.
The Falcons set four school
records and, with the aid of the
Saints, topped another, in their
136-91 victory before a crowd of
2,906.
School marks of points in a
. half (71), points in a game (136),
three-point field goals made (17)
and three-point field goals at-

tempted (26) were set. The
combined point total (227) broke
the record of 222 set against
Houston in 1975.
Six Falcons scored in double
figures, led by point guard Clinton Venable's 22. Twelve of BG's
13 players scored — walk-on
guard Joe Bair played two
minutes but didn't attempt a
shot.
Bowling Green, much maligned by head coach Jim Larranaga for its inability to rebound
well, out-rebounded Siena 50-25.
"We've asked this team to
give us 40 solid minutes of basketball and tonight they did,"
Larranaga said of his 4-1 Falcons. "We caught Siena at the
right time. They've been on the
road for four-straight games.
"Although they're a highly
explosive team, there wasn t
enough fuel in the gas tank (for
them) to maintain a normal
pace."
The Saints, the preseason,
favorite to repeat as champions
in the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference North Division, are
1-3. They've been away from
their Loudonville, N.Y., home 11

of the last 13 days.
"I don't want to use that as an
excuse. You can be tired and try
as hard as you can," Deane said.
"Bowling Green controlled the
game in every aspect of the
game that can be controlled."
Siena led 3-0 just 39 seconds
into the contest on Jeff Robinson's basket. A Bowling Green
on-sla ught followed.
Forward Steve Watson keyed
a 28-13 spurt with nine points,
four steals and an assist. He finished with a career-high 19
points, 17 in the first half, and a
game-high six steals.
A transfer from Rugters UnU
versity, Watson made seven*
of-il field goals, including fourfor-five from three-point land.
"I took what was given me.
I was guarded, I would pass c
If I was open, I took the snot,"
said. "They weren't reall
guarding me. It seemed
every time I was open, Clini
and Kirk (Whiteman) fed me tmt
ball."
The Falcons shot 61 percent irj
the first 20 minutes to take ai
71-43 half time lead. Siena hit at a;
D See Hoops, page 13.:

BG takes third in tourney
Women fall to Wildcats, defeat Portland
by Matt Schroder
sports writer

Courtesy of The Key/Paul Vemon

Skyhook
Bowling Green's Steve Watson launches a shot during Monday night's action against Siena. Watson scored 19
points and recorded six steals in the Falcons' 136-91 rout In Anderson Arena.

—

After having their 18-game regular season winning streak snapped by Kansas State, the women's
basketball team wasted no time in starting another string of victories by defeating Portland.
The Falcons traveled to Missoula, Montana last
weekend to participate in the Domino's Classic
hosted by the University of Montana and came
away with third place.
Senior Angie Bonner stole the show for BG as she
erupted for 32 points in the consolation game, a
97-74 win over UP. She earned all-tournament honors for her 48 point, 19 rebound effort.
Bonner needs just six points to become BG's
seventh 1,000 point career scorer. She began the
year with 934 points in 91 games over three
seasons.
Head coach Fran Voll had high praise for the
fourth-year center.
"She was a real bright spot and she should be. In
(tough) games like this, you have to rely on experience, and Angie is the most experienced person
we have on our team," Voll said.
Through one half of play against UP, the Falcons
found themselves down by one but used a 22-4 run
in the first seven minutes of the second half to take
control of the game.

Voll cited improvements in the team's passing
game as the main reason for the turnaround.
"If we don't pass the ball well, we're going t
struggle," the coach said. "When we passed tb
ball well, we were a good basketball team, am
that's what it boils down to."
Along with Bonner's 32, senior forward Tecca*
Thompson hit for 15 points and 10 rebounds am
junior guard Erin Vick added 10 points.
Junior power forward Heather Finfrock saw he
first action of the season and cashed in six point
against KSU and 10 points and five rebound
against Portland. Against KSU on Friday, BG wa
six points down at the half but did not rally lik
they did against UP.
Using a six point run over the last two minutes a
the first half and the first three minutes of the sec
ond half, KSU were on their way to a 72-60 victory.
Lack of overall consistency plagued the Falcon
in the 12 point loss.
"I don't think we played as consistent basketba]
as we have," Voll said. "We had too much of i
breakdown as far as rebounding and shooting
Against those kind of opponents (KSU was picke.
first in the Big 81 you simply cannot do that."
Bonner ana Thompson were again the leading
scorers for BG with 16 points apiece. Junior Ton
ward Traci Gorman led all Falcon rebounders
with eight.
D See Hoops, page 132
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Tankers bow at Pitt tourney
:Reed leads women to fourth place while men take fifth
senior Shari Williams.
Reed also picked up third place finishes in
the 200 backstroke with a time of 2:09.60 the best time in the event by a Falcon
swimmer this season — and in the 200 individual medley with another season-best of
2:10.80.
Assistant coach Sue Nutty said that Reed's
performance was commendable.
"Jodi had a very good meet," she
said. "The team swam fast times and performed as we expected."
According to Nutty the team posted season
best times in several events.
"There were a lot of really good times
which is what we went into the meet looking
hoping to achieve," she said.
The only other third-place finish for BG
was in the 200 freestyle relay which was
powered by Williams, freshman Jennifer
Burkhart, junior Deidre Heer and junior
Andrea Guidi as they posted a time of
1:40.28.
On the men's side the host school once
again took top honors. Pittsburgh compiled
1,110 points to blow away the competition as

• by Kim Long
-sports writer

Freshman Jodi Reed highlighted the
Bowling Green swimming attack over the
weekend as the Falcons swam to a fourth
place finish at the Pittsburgh Invitational.
Pittsburgh compiled 813 points en route to
victory and were followed by Texas A&M
and Miami!OH).BG had 478 points.
A bright spot for the Falcons was the performance of Reed as she set a school record
and posted two of the best finishes by a BG
swimmer in the individual events.
Reed is the first female in the BG record
books to break the one minute barrier in the
100 backstroke. She was timed at 59:53 to
break the previous record of 1:00.02 set by
Shari Williams during the 1987-88 season.
Reed's record breaking performance came
on the first leg of the 400 medley relay. This
finish helped the Falcons place fourth in the
relay with a season-best time of 4:01.27. The
other members of the team were sophomore
Trica Klasmeier, freshman Jill Bowers, and

mmmmmmmmm

the second place team totaled only 690
points. BG had 327 to finish fifth in the seven
team field.
Senior Michael Poindexter racked up a
season high 420.55 points in the one-meter
diving competition to take third place.
Another season best for BG came in the
400 freestyle relay where sophomores Brian
Kaminski, Adam Burton, Doug Madore and
freshman Ted Fortney combined to post a
3:15.16.
According to Nutty this was a culminating
meet in the tall for the Falcons.
"The women are basically done with competition unitl the end of the month," she
said. "This meet was a good showing to end
the fall competition."
Nutty added that the teams now have to
gear up for the bulk of the season which begins at the beginning of the year.
The men will host Toledo in a dual meet
Friday at Cooper Pool. The meet is scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. The women will resume their schedule Dec. 29 when they travel to Tempe, Ariz, for a dual meet against
SMU.

Kansas second in hoops
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) After calling pollsters "flat-out
ridiculous" for voting Kansas
No. 4 last week, Roy Williams
woke up Monday morning to

discover his Jayhawks have
moved up to No. 2.
"I heard that and I said, 'Oh,
no,'" Williams said. "But somebody had to tell me. I wasn't go-

EXAM SPECIAL

Sunday, December 3 thru Thursday, December 7
Sunday, December 12 thru Thursday, December 14
Study and Relax in the privacy of your own room
at
%f
I BEST WESTERNjRtS

Falcon Pla2&

l"» In W*MH (MM. IMBUHI. OM OMI

.«it.iii«-i

-mil-

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$23"

per night (or a single or double room
Includes: 'Early check-In and late check-out times
'Continental Breakfast
'Coffee available 24 hours
Advance reservations required and
present valid BGSU ID at check-in
*% m t\ MM. ■» m
Not valid lor family, friends, and
«S32"40#4
other non-students

Enjoy Good Living in '90 with

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

835 High St - Rental Olfice
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 - 4 30

9 & 12 month Leases Available
Fox Run
Haven House
Piedmont Apte '
Birchwood Place 650 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs-Manville Between 6th and 7th
Houses lor Rent
RaiMew Mini Warehouse
Party Room for Rent
AH residents will have membership pnvilages
Complete facilities for men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
•
• Metro Sauna
•
• Complete Exercise Equipment
•

Monday • Friday

Faaturas
2 Bedroom - I'. baths
Furnished wall to wall carpeting
Extra large closets - linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Sound-conditioned interior

ing to look for myself.''
Nevertheless, the Jayhawks
remained unbeaten after six
games and now trail only Syracuse in The Associated Press
Top 25, a poll which Williams
maintains will have much
greater validity in March.
"I still say it doesn't mean a
thing now, but at the end of the
season it might mean something," said the second-year
Kansas coach. "After everybody has gone through the
season, then you have an idea of
what people have done on the
court, and it's not so much everybody's opinion."
Syracuse got 48 of the 63 firstplace votes and 1,535 points from
the nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters after
winning four games in its firstever week as a regular-season
No.l.

Popovich, coach
earn MAC honors
After completing a highly
successful season, two individuals associated with the
Bowling Green volleyball
team recently received some
lofty post-season accolades.
Falcon head coach Denise
Van De Walle has been
named the conference Coach
of the Year, while senior setter Linda Popovich was
tabbed with Player of the
Year honors.

Van De Walle

Popovich

Van De Walle guided the
Falcons to their most successful season in school history after completing the
year with a 20-11 record, and
the first league title in the history of the program. The Falcons claimed their first title
by defeating the seven-time
defending champion, Western
Michigan, in the final league
match of the season. The win
broke the Broncos' 98-match
regular season MAC winning
streak of WMU.
In seven years as the BG
mentor, Van De Walle has

'Canes move up
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP)
— The University of Miami
moved two steps closer to its
third national championship this
decade.
After the Hurricanes (10-1)
improved two places to second
in Monday's Associated Press

The BG News
is now accepting applications
for reporters, copy editors and
photographers for
Spring Semester.
Applications can be picked up
at 214 West Hall and must be
returned by
— Thursday, Dec. 7 at noon. —

to Cherrywood Health Spa
Indoor Healed Pool
New Weight Equipment
Tanning Booth Available

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK:
Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter
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No reservations accepted for these specials
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guided the Falcons to a 123-89
record which includes three
20-win seasons, the only
20-win seasons recorded in
the program's history.
Van De Walle had previously earned league Coach
of the Year honors in 1986 and
1987. In '87, she shared the
honor with Frank Fristensky
from Eastern Michigan.
"I feel very honored that
my peers have selected me as
Coach of the year," Van De
Walle said. "Anytime you are
selected for an honor by your
peers, it makes you feel extra
special."
Being named the top player
in the conference caps a remarkable career for Popovich which puts her among
the best players ever to showcase their talents in the MAC.
The four-year letterwinner
Elayed in every game during
er career, piling up a leaguerecord 4,406 assists. Her total
is almost 1,000 more than any
player had previously ammassed. The previous mark
of 3,455 was set by Western
Michigan's Heather Sawyer.
Popovich, who has a 3.96
GPA in political science, is a
two-time academic AllAmerican and will likely earn
the honor for a third time, the
only volleyball player in
league history to do so, when
the team is announced later
this month.

poll, first-year coach Dennis
Erickson quickly assessed his
team's chances of overtaking
No. 1 Colorado.
"We're excited about that,"
Erickson said, "because it puts
us in a position where, if we
focus in and take care of business at the Sugar Bowl against
Alabama, we've got the opportunity to win the national championship. "If we're able to beat
Alabama ... and Notre Dame
were to beat Colorado, then I
would say that because of where
we're ranked right now, our
chances are pretty good."
Miami will play in the Sugar
Bowl on Jan. 1 against Alabama
(10-1), which fellfrom second to
seventh following a 30-20 loss at
Auburn Saturday. The Buffaloes
(11-0) will play in the Orange
Bowl against Notre Dame
(11-1), which moved up one spot
to fourth. Michigan (10-1) still is
No. 3 and will play No. 12 Southern Cal in the Rose Bowl.
If Miami loses and Notre
Dame wins, the Fighting Irish
stand to win their second consecutive national championship.
Miami finished No. 1 in 1983
and 1987 and No. 2 in 1986 and
1988. The Hurricanes' only
stumble this year was a 24-10
loss at Florida State. They ended Notre Dame's 23-game winning streak with a 27-10 victory
Nov. 25.
Miami received four firstplace votes and 1,407 points,
while Colorado received 55 firstElace votes and 1,492 of a possile 1,500 points from a nationwide panel of sports writers
and broadcasters.
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Heard named Packers return to prominence
Falcons' MVP
Senior flanker Ron Heard was presented with the Most Valuable Player Award for the Bowling Green football team during
the 1989 season, Sunday.
'
Heard led the Mid-American Conference with 51 receptions
for 916 yards, earning first team allconference honors.
Head coach Moe Ankney's Falcons, who
finished fifth in the Mid-American Conference with a 5-3 record, 5-6 overall, were saluted at the annual BG Falcon Football Bust.
Other team members awarded included
Pat Jackson, a junior linebacker and a 4.00
student in business, who received the President's Award for his athletic and academic
achievements. Steve Spray, a senior quarterback, received the Coaches Award for his
exemplary atttitude.
Heard
Senior offensive lineman Shawn Zimmerman was tabbed
with the Carlos Jackson Award for his leadership, inspiration
and extra effort, while senior placekicker Jason Zeller
received the Special Teams Award.
Jean Panning, the BG football secretary, received the Doyt
L. Perry Award for her distinguished service to the football
program.
The 16 Falcon seniors were recognized, along with with BG's
five All-MAC selections. The all-conference team recipients included Heard and junior punter Cris Shale on the first team.
Second-team members included senior quarterback Rich
Dackin and senior split end Reggie Thornton, while senior tight
end Kyle Hockman was tabbed with honorable mention honors.
Jackson and tight end Brett Landman were recognized for
excelling off the field by their selection to the Academic AllMAC team.

Cavs place Morton
on injured reserve
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
The Cleveland Cavaliers on
Monday placed rookie guard
John Morton, hampered by a
strained right hamstring, on the
injured list.
Morton, who averages 5.3
points per game, has played in
11 of the Cavaliers' 15 games
this season.
Mark Price, who missed the

last four games with a sprained
right foot, practiced with the
team Monday and is expected to
play in Tuesday night's game
against Utah, team officials
said.
The Cavaliers also said Tree
Rollins, who has missed the last
five games with a sprained left
knee, probably won't play
against Utah.

The last time the Chicago
Bears didn't win the NFC Central Division, Don Majkowski
was a freshman in college and
Chris Jacke was still in high
school.
The last time the Bears finished out of the lead, Herschel
Walker and Anthony Carter
were playing in something
called the USFL.
That was 1983, when the Bears
finished 8-8, escaping the embarrassment of a sub-.500
season only by winning the final
game of the year.
Now, Majkowski is Green
Bay's magic man at quarterback, who put the Packers in position to beat Tampa Bay 17-16
on Jacke's last-second field goal
Sunday.
Now, Walker runs out of the
backf ield and Carter lines up at
wide receiver for Minnesota,
each scoring a touchdown in the

Vikings' 27-16 victory over Chicago Sunday night.
And now, five division championships, three NFC title
games and one Super Bowl title
since they last missed the
playoffs, the Bears find themselves also-rans again, two
games behind in the division
they once routinely ruled.
Two games behind with just
three games to play.
Minnesota and Green Bay
share first place in the NFC Central with 8-5 records and the
Bears, bending under the burden of seven losses in the last
nine games, are 6-7. After a 4-0
start that seemed like the good
old days, Chicago finds itself on
the playoff bubble, needing help
from others to return to the top.
"I don't think this team will
give up," Coach Mike Ditka
said. "We're trying to redeem
ourselves. We'll try to play bet-

Edberg makes move
NEW YORK (AP) — The top of the mountain is getting crowded.
Ivan Lend! and Boris Becker went into Masters tennis tournament
with strong claims on this year's No. 1 ranking.
On Sunday, Stefan Edberg put in his bid.
The Swede defeated Becker 4-6, 7-6 (8-6), 6-3, 6-1 to capture the
eight-player, season-ending tournament. That victory came one day
after he shocked Lendl in the semifinals.
"Beating Lendl and Becker will help me because I'm going to start
to believe in myself, and that's what I need to do," Edberg said. "I've got the physical abilities to be at the No. 1 spot."
Despite the semifinal loss, Lendl retains the No. 1 spot on the computer. Becker is considered No. 1 by many, including Lendl.

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

•NO
SERVICE
ON
SUNDAY

NO SERVICE ON CHRISTMAS DAY

ter next week."
The schedule isn't terribly
kind to Chicago's chances for
recovery. The Bears are at
home the next two weeks
against Detroit, which has won
two straight, and the Packers,
who by now have become convinced they are destiny's darlings. Then the Bears finish on
the road against San Francisco,
which owns the league's best record.
Minnesota is at home against
Atlanta Sunday, then at Cleveland before finishing at home on
Monday night against Cincinnati. Green Bay has Kansas City
at home this week, then a trip to
Chicago before finishing the
season in Dallas.
If the Bears are looking for
any sympathy, they won't get it
from the Vikings, who had lost
consecutive one-point games before beating Chicago.

"It's nice to dethrone the
Bears — as long as we're the
ones who replace them on the
throne," quarterback Wade Wilson said. ''It wouldn't do us any
good to beat the Bears and then
watch the Packers win the division."
That, however, is exactly
what Green Bay has in mind.
Seven of the Packers' eight
wins have been by a total of 13
Gints. Three of the victories
ve been helped by calls by the
officials. On Sunday, their winning drive was sustained by an
illegal hands to the face call as a
fourth-down pass by Majkowski
fell incomplete with time running out.
Given another chance, Majkowski completed a 17-yard pass
to Carl Bland and then Jacke
kicked the 47-yard field goal to
win it.
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE SALES
Rapidly expanding computer software
development company seeks self-motivated,
technically skilled inside sales representatives on
a full-time or part-time basis. The qualified
individual will have knowledge of dBASE and
related products as well as the ability to work in a
highly telephone intensive environment handling
incoming sales orders. We offer an exciting
opportunity, competitive salary, bonuses and full
benefits.
Qualified individuals should contact Janet Hurtt,
Personnel Manager at Fox Software, 134 West
South Boundary, Perrysburg, OH 43551,
419/874-0162

FALCON BASKETBALL
DOUBLEHEADER SATURDAY 5:15/7:30 P.M.
Shop all Elder-Beerman stores 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Orig. *36 to $40
Levi's jeans—
a campus favorite
for young men at
a great low price!
The look, the feel, the rugged durability.
These are the qualities that have made
Levi's all cotton denim jeans for young
men an American original on campus,
in the classroom or out on the town.
Whitewashed and snow washed
finishes. 29 to 38.

505 blue stonewashed,

orig. »32, SALE2439
MALE WORLD

Woodland Mall
Bowling Green

* Every Elder-Beerman charge
card purchase can be mn entry.
• You mmy be a Qrmnd Prize winner!
Ask any Sales Associate tor details.
No purchase noc/isstry

FOR THE

YOU WANT
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Bengals
still face
long road
CINCINNATI (AP) Cincinnati Bengals quarterback Boomer Esiason
says his team shouldn't get
carried away with Sunday's 21-0 victory over
Cleveland.
The Bengals, still struggling to make the playoffs
with three regular-season
games remaining, must
now focus on Sunday's
home game against Seattle, Esiason said.
"If we lose next week,
we're right back on the roller coaster again," he said.
"It's going to be so very
important for us to get
back and think Seattle."
He recalled that the
Bengals lost home games
this season to Miami and
Indianapolis — games that
some Cincinnati fans assumed were likely victories, given the Bengals' undefeated home record in
1968.
"We've been a very immature team this year in
the fact that we think we
can go out and beat anybody," Esiason said.
"We've proven to ourselves that anybody can
beat us, even when we play
at home."
Still, Sunday's victory in
Cleveland was worth savoring. It was the Browns'
first shutout at home since
1977 and the first time the
Bengals had ever shut out
Cleveland. It was the first
shutout Cincinnati had recorded since beating Minnesota 14-0 on Oct. 19,1960.
The victory allowed the
Bengals, 7-6, to stay in the
race for the AFC Central
Division championship.
Cleveland, winless in the
last three games, slipped
to second in the division at
7-5-1.

Line changes spark BG icers
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer
It's not a celebration dance or a pop song composed about a trio of
television stars.
But "The Jerry Shuffle," the slight, sometimes unnoticed line
changes hockey coach Jerry York has instituted on a weekly basis,
has been effective enough to cause recent celebration and a constant
rendering of the Falconfight song in response to numerous goals.
In last weekend's sweep of Ferris State. York again shuffled the
lines with positive results, especially on the third and fourth lines.
Right wine Peter Holmes moved to the third line with left winger
Pierrick Maia and center Martin Jiranek, while the fourth line found
Dan Bylsma Joining center Jim Solly and right wing Braden Shavchook.
York also matched recently impressive right wing Rick Mullins
with center Nelson Emerson and winger Joe Quinn, the season-long
incumbents on the first line.
The moves resulted in nine Falcons scoring 13 goals. In addition,
five of the nine goals scored without the man advantage were tallied
by the third and fourth lines, trios which on other teams consist primarily of rookies.
"They all contributed well," York said. "We are balanced, we
don't have three freshmen together on a rookie line and that's important for our team."
Instead, the BG mentor has combined youth and experience in
each line, keeping freshmen and sophomores teamed with juniors
and seniors.
And though York has jumbled the wings, he has maintained continuity by keeping the centers constant over the past few series.
"The four centers are playing pretty well," he said. "They key our
lines. Solly's improving and Brett Ha
larkins' is emerging as a top
player in our conference. We've also got Nelson and Martin and we're counting on them to be top players.
Jiranek, who contributed a goal and an assist in the series, said the
improved play in the lower lines is a result of increased playing
time.
"Both lines are getting a lot of ice time," he said. "It's a big confidence boost when you're out there a lot and it make you play better."
With Solly centering Shavchook on the right wing-Jhe two have
anchored the recently inspired play of the fourth line. Though a shuffled wing added to the duo could reduce familiarity among teammates, Shavchook pointed to off-ice time as compensatory influence.
"We're all good friends off the ice and that helps us complement
each other," the junior said. "On the ice we've been working hard
and it's beginning to pay off."
Meanwhile, the emergence of the lower lines also reduces pressure on the top two lines, which are often counted on for a majority of
the scoring. While Emerson's line did not score against the Bulldogs,
the lower trios prevented the team's demise by scoring and playing
well until BG got a power play.
"Nelson's played well all year, but you can't rely on him all the
time," Solly ■aid. "I think you have to have all the lines going all the
time, andIthatimpro'
that improves the depth on the team."
Even though a line may lose some continuity through shuffling, it
is sometimes necessary to avoid getting in a rut.
"Sometimes a combination gets stale and a change makes players
play with new players," said Jiranek. "Sometimes you get a good
combination that will work."

BG News/John Grleshop
Bowling Green freshman center Brett Harkins prepares to pass the puck in the game against Ferris State. Harkins, who is second on the team in points with 27 (8 goals - 19 assists) is one of the reasons for the balance along
the BG lines.

Cleveland needs uplift
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — Cleveland Browns Coach Bud Carson
says his big task this week is to
bolster the spirits of his slumping players after their 21-0 loss
toCincinnati.
"I'm sure they're down. I'm
down. The coaching staff is
down," Carson said Monday in
the wake of Cleveland's first
shutout loss on its home turf
since 1977.
"There's a feeling of depression. It's natural after losing a
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ballgame like that. I've got to
find a way to bring them hack,
but it's not going to be easy,"
Carson added.
Cleveland has two losses and a
tie in its last three games to fall
to 7 -5-1. The Browns, who play
at Indianapolis against the Colts
on Sunday, are one-half game
behind the first place Houston
Oilers in the AFC's Central Division, and one-half game ahead
of Cincinnati.
The Browns have scored just
20 points during the three-game
slide, the fewest points they
have totaled over a three-game
span in the 44-year history of the
franchise.
"This is a very critical period,
obviously, and I realize a lot of
people have written us off after
that game yesterday," Carson
said.
"I'm not sure if I had watched
it that I wouldn't have written us
off as well. But getting back to

me as a football coach, I haven't
written us off."
Carson intends to stay with
Bernie Kosar at quarterback.
Kosar, who has led the team to
the playoffs in each of his four
previous seasons, was removed
in favor of Mike Pagel in the
fourth quarter against the
Bengals.
Kosar completed 15 of 30 passes for 130 yards against Cincinnati, and hasn't thrown a touchdown pass in the last 14 quarters.
He slumped earlier this
season as the Browns totaled
only 47 points in a four-game
stretch which saw their record
drop from 2-0 to 3-3.
Kosar has been nagged by a
sore elbow, but Carson says the
quarterback's arm is not bad
enough to force him out of the
lineup. Kosar's throwing was
limited during last week's practices to save wear on the arm.

I Christmas foeal I

vow
has tke

CAMPUS SHUTTLE

1 Call(A^^H^b
I
to place your order today! §
1

Wizard Graphics

you've been waiting for
From our 3 Great Locations! !

8

112 9.0. main &t.

m

(residents only)

SPRING and FALL
SEMESTER LEASES
Furnished and Unfurnished
Free heat and water
Laundromats

1 & 2 bedroom apts.
1 & 2 full baths
24 Hr. maintenance

GET THE EDGE
WITH
CUFFS NOTES.
Cliffs Notes give you a greater
understanding of the classics
More than 200 titles. Learn
more and earn better grades
as you study
POBaaOHBLRaftvl

Call TODAY 352-9135 400 NAPOLEON RD.
FOR SPRING '90 and FALL '90 SEMESTER
-

GET A JUMP ON FINALS. . .
Stop in and see our
selection of study aids.
University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 - 5:00
Sat.
9:00 - 5:00

• ■-.--- *-*.-■
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Yount, Davis
undecided
about future
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Free agents Robin Yount and
Mark Davis held off making decisions Monday, putting several
possible trades on hold at baseball's winter meetings.
The Chicago Cubs said they were told by Younfs agent, his
brother Larry, that nothing was immiment. The Cubs are
among the teams making multi-year, S3 million-per-season
offers to Yount, the American League's Most Valuable Player.
As usual, there was more talking than trading. The New
York Yankees sent Don Slaught to Pittsburgh for Jeff Robinson
and a minor leaguer in the only definite deal, while rumors
swirled about Joe Carter and Mike Greenwell.
The annual draft of players left off 40-man rosters did produce some familiar names. Mike Dunne, one of the best rookie
pitchers in 1987 for Pittsburgh, was taken by San Diego, while
Sil Campusano. once Toronto's most promising prospect, was
selected by Philadelphia.
Commissioner Fay Vincent, in his first state of the game address, said he did not think there would be a work stoppage
next season. He also talked about broadening baseball's interest in Europe and reiterated that a timetable tor expansion will
come within 90 days of a new contract between players and
owners.
It remained uncertain, however, when free agents Yount and
Davis would announce their plans.
Yount
rouni is being
oeuig wooed DV
by Dig
big otters
offers from Milwaukee, California. San Diego and the Cubs. He has played his entire career
with the Brewers and they, along with the free-spending Angels, appeared to be the favorites to get him.
If the Angels get Yount, they are rumored to be interested in
Backaging Devon White and Kirk McCaskill to Cleveland for
le hard-hitting Carter. San Diego also might be more willing
to trade young catcher Sandy Alomar Jr. for Carter, if Yount
signed with San Diego.
While Larry Yount did business by telephone from Arizona,
the agents for Davis came to Nashville.
Alan and Randy Hendricks met Monday with San Diego general manager — and newly named vice president — Jack
McKeon to talk about Davis, the National League Cy Young
winner, staying with the Padres.
"We don't have any timetable," Alan Hendricks said. "We'll
try to it, as lawyers say, with all deliberate speed."
Philadelphia, the team Davis started with, has entered the
big-bucks bidding and has thrown in another incentive — the
chance for Davis to become a starter.
Davis was a success starter in the minors but struggled in
that role in the majors. Now a successful reliever, Davis may
want another chance in someone's rotation.

Soccer awards received

season tournaments, finishing
first twice and third three
times...Angie Bonner's election
to the Domino's Classic alltournament team marked her
second selection to an alltourney team. Last year, she
was selected all-tournament at
the University of Illinois "Illini
Classic" where BG finished

The Bowling Green soccer
team celebrated its 25th soccer
season of intercollegiate play
this year by putting together one
of its best years ever.
The Falcons, who won the
Mid-American Conference title
for the second time in three
years, swept the top two awards
when the league honors were recently announced.
Conference Player of the Year
honors went to goalkeeper
Mickey Loescher. while head
coach Gary Palmisano was
named Coach of the Year. Palmisano also earned a similar
honor in 1987.
For Loescher, who was also
the all-league goalkeeper, it
capped an outstanding four-year
career. Loescher compiled a
12-2-3 record this season with
eight shutouts and a 0.79 goalsagainst average. Logging almost all of the minutes in net in
the four league games, Loescher
yielded just one goal.
Loescher posted a shutout of
Western Michigan in the final
Same of the season to help clinch
le league title for the Falcons,
and in the process broke the

IRVING, Texas (AP) — Troy
Aikman is an unhappy millionaire. He has yet to win an NFL
game, and it's beginning to
grate on him.
At times, the top draft choice
of the Dallas Cowboys has been
brilliant as a rookie quarterback. He threw four touchdown
passes on Sunday, but a series of
tailed communications destroyed a critical late drive in a
35-31 loss to the Los Angeles
Rams.
"We let the game get away
from us, and I'm upset about it,
Aikman said. "It's ridiculous
and I'm disappointed."
lg

among those schools receivini[j[
votes in both the AP and US
Today national polls. BG
received 10 points (33rd place)
in the USA Today poll of coaches
and media. In the AP coaches
poll, the Falcons placed 40th. BG
was the highest ranking MAC
team in either poll.

is currently leasing units for
the Summer and Fall of 1990
300 UNITS AVAILABLE INCLUDING

UAO

(JAO

(JAO

CJAO

UAO

UAO

Dallas drove deep into Los
Angeles territory late in the
game but lost a vital timeout
when an official thought Aikman
was signaling a "T."
Actually, Aikman was trying
to communicate with his wide
receivers.
"I was calling the play at the
line of scrimmage and the ref
thought I was calling time out
and ne whistled it, Aikman
said. "That was a bad call, but I
guless it's something we have to
earn to live with."
lea

SPRING SEMESTER
A IWDCOUTM

EURAILPASS
AT

•i,

C1AO

featuring th* Ocean
Invkonment and
nt Impact on the
Ocean

On January 1st. Euraiipass rales go up1
Buy your pass in Decembaf and you'll
still bo abte 10 slart using ii anytime
betoro July 1. iWOCal us tor Oetart on
Eurarf SludentAbutrVFacully fUghts im I
ShjderObuth/lMcner I D cards. Study
and Work Abroad Programs

The Cowboys plan to change
their signaling procedure because of it.
"We need to do something,"
Aikman said. "It does kind of
look like a timeout call.'

2 court* programs
will b* vk*w*d
•ach w*«k. Th*
class will m»«t
•vary other w««k.

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.
•Science Group III
course does not
carry laD credit.
•Mo pterequtsttes No
prior science course
required.
•Watch programs In the
comfort of your own home
or at your choice of times
In the Library.
•Only 9 class meetings on
the campus.
• Class taught by Gwynne
Stoner Rtfe and Cynthia
Stong-Groat. Their specialty is
Marine Biology.
BIO I. 295.

.&IUORC1

Come in Today or Call 352-9302
UAO

Need Science Credits?...
Short of Closi Time?...
Like the Challenge of
New Fronl

MAJOR ED VOGEL
419-372-2176

• Campus Manor 505 Clough
• Rockledge Manor 850 Sixth St.
• Thurstin Manor 451 Thurstin Ave.

(1AO

Palmisano

school record for shutouts in a
career with 27. The old mark of
26 was held by Joe Koury
(1979-82). Loescher ended his
career with 42 wins, also a
school record.
Also named to the all-league
team along with Loescher were
sophomore midfielder Chris
Iantoni, junior forward Kyle
Royer, and freshman forward
Rob Martella.
Iantoni earned all-league honors for the second time with his
selection after scoring one goal,
and adding six assists while
starting in all 18 matches. Iantoni has five goals and nine assists in his career.
Royer has now earned allleague accolades in each of his

Whether you're majoring
In a highly specialized area or
seeking a broader liberal arts education, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your Held. It shows that you're serious about cultivating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call

R.E. MANAGEMENT

(across tracks
from Dairy Queen)

Loescher

three seasons at BG. The Worthington High School product was
second on the team in scoring
this season with 18 points on six
goals and six assists. Royer had
tied for the team lead in points in
each of his first two seasons.
Royer now has 13 goals and 21
assists in his career, while
having started in all 55 possible
matches. In addition, Royer was
one of five players named to the
all-league academic team. The
junior carries a 3.48 GPA in
business. He became the first
Academic Ail-American in the
history of the program last
season.
Martella was one of the most
sought-after high school players
in the state a year ago. and he
did nothing to contradict that
fact this season. All the freshman did was lead the team with
30 points on 11 goals and eight
assists.
Martella, who played in the
Olympic Festival last summer,
had a goal in eight matches this
season. The 30 points by Martella are the most by a freshman
in the 25-year history of the program

Aikman unhappy
with rookie year

Don't Get Left Out In The Cold

505 Clough

O Continued from page 9.
44-percent clip.
Midway through the second
half, the Falcons out-scored the
Saints 19-10 to take a 30<x>int
advantage (9444) with 10:21
left.
At the 8:26 mark, a rebound
basket by forward Joe Moore
Siut the Falcons over 100 points
or the first time this year.
Reserve guard Scott Kerr's
three-pointer with 3:17 remaining gave BG 122 points and a
new school record, breaking the
old mark of 121.
"We really did a good job of
hitting the open man," said
guard Billy Johnson, who had 18
points. "We did everything we
wanted to and the snots were
falling."
For the game, BG made
48-of-80 shots from the floor for
60 percent. Siena was 32-for-69
for 46 percent.
Moore had 15 points and a
game-high 10 rebounds, while
Whiteman scored 13 points and
made a game-high eight assists.
Freshman Allen Dunn scored a
career-high 10 points.

Polmisano, Loescher grab top honors

Hoops
D Continued from page 9.
After three consecutive road
games to start the season, the
Falcons will open their home
schedule this Thursday against
Morehead State.
□ D D
FALCON FACTS - In the last
five years under Voll, BG has
posted a 7-3 record in regular

Hoops

S CmdMi, Swnaatef n. Sact. #29950
For more Information.
Call Continuing Education

372-8181

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

(JAO
r-VOUD TOUC6. LIT")
VOCOMrDIWU
PCKronaDOinM
BOVUJC CCA OK) oa

Proudly presents its Fourth Annual

'JAMMCN1 IN JAMAICA" Spring Break lours.-

tmmm*

am «v«)

Update

$309

■«CK KICKING

mum.
svaucxs

•BOUND TPiP AH) FADE
-AU GROUND TRANSPORTATION

ISKSSRnl
1
CHICAGO TRIP
January 26 - 28, 1990
$65 for transportation
and hotel
accomodations
signup's in the CJAO
office until January 19

v

r^

(IAO's Bowling Tournament
January 23, 24, 25
Winners will be sent to regional competition
Sign-up's will begin after the holidays

-Of SI OVID CAMP ST(
•■RASTAF AftlAN" GUOE

«•*"

$549
LWOJUY CCTHAVACAN1A
-tOUNO IMP AM MM
LUXUtY VILLA ACCOMMODATION
< n I »AI ft MUMCMM (arm «BW

2 k- I IAB (fntnAUU)

SPRING BREAK
in Daytona, Florida at the
Whitehall Hotel. $232
transportation & hotel for 7
nights or $143 hotel only.
Depart March 16 at 6 p.m.
Return March 25 at 1 p.m.
Sign-up's in the Union
Foyer Jan. 22 - 26 and Feb.
5 • 9 from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. or |
sign up in the UAO office
until March 1. $100 deposit
due at time of sign up.

Thanks Public
Relations
Committee for your
hard work this
semester. Get ready
for spring!
UAO UAO UAO UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

Cover Design &
Photo Contest for

^

199091
Day By-Day
Deadline:
February 16. 1990
jMoney Awards!

FM[ PASSES FOR LOCAL OOCO
-DQCOUNI3 OH SHOPPMG ft D-NMNG
IfVl RANDS ft PARTIS At YOUP DOC*
FOE t LAUNDRY ft MAO SERVICE
-AU GROUND TRANSHBS IN JAMAICA
-PERSONAL GUCC (ON REQUEST)
-PRrVATI COMPOUND
-POOL. BAR QESTAURANT. OFT SHOP.
COfftE WOP ft CURRENCY EXCHANGE. AU
ON PREMIES
FPf t EXCLMBOMI
-MUCH MUCH MORE

NOTE n#WB NO DiRWINQ AGE IN JAMAICA, h

For more details call:
YOIB TOUC6. LTD.
353-TOUR / 353-8687

UAO

UAO

- you or* eteectM lo

•* FOB GROUPS four Of mote).IO\FOR FUU
ADVANCf PAVMENT. PIUS SPECIAL BATES FOR SECOND 1»*
JAMMEBS FfWIE^iTIS.SOROOtTIES.ClUBANO
ORGANBAnONS

UAO

FALCON BASKETBALL
DOUBLEHEADER SATURDAY 5:15/7:30 P.M.

THE BG NEWS
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CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS

Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy oonoama at
BO PREGNANCY CENTER

AXO ' PLEDGES ' AXO
You're doing awaaomal We cent wan untfl

• STUDCNT SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATION '
Fin* Meeting or the Semester 7pm Tun Doc
6 207 Wdwme Cast your VOW 1 me slsction
SPUING BREAK IN THE BAHAMAS
Mrxrradtono) Mooting torwjhlnroom 104 BAM
»:00pm. Bo there to here M about the greet lun
you can have No only 400.00 includes everyIHngl!! Any questions CM Kim 353-8458

For Into, on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive semcee
Typsig
$1 35 par peg

354-0371

Bo an early bsdi Plan your Soring Break vacation before Dec 15 and receive a special as
count' Guaranteed lowest prices to the Bahamas. Canoun, and moral For more information
contact Brands at 372-1892
Be en RA lor 199091 school year
Appecaaons svaseble si Information Night
Tueedey. 12/8 Oflenhauar 9:30pm

TYPING SERVICES tor M typaa ol
Reasonable rawe with accuracy
CM 352-3987 from 8 a m to 9 p m

Be an RA for 1990-91 School Year
AppacaavjmaaaatlssllnforrnatlonNloni
Tuaaday 12'5 Offenhauar 9:30pm

PERSONALS

BETA PLEDGES
Dinner Oaah Tonight
7.30 al the houae
Scott Emery alao

SPRING BREAK IN THE BAHAMAS
MomMOMj Mealing lontght In room 104 8AM
9:00pm 0« mere to rtoro ol about the great run
you can have its only 400.00 hdudee svecything"! Any Ou—Hone CM Kan 353-9468
•ASM ■ FORMAL MEETING1
BA Room 114
-officer positions war become avalaola
EVERYONE mtoreotod pteeae attarra
A.M. A.
Formal Meeting
ktovte:''Whe1 They Don't Teach you
M.rvard Buslnee. School
By: Mart McCormtck
Caaual Attire
Tueeday, Dec. 5
7:30pm 220 HSC
Atenhon Al Education Maiors
ACE Meeting
Thura Dec 7, 7pm 218 Education
Speakers on MEP and AIM

EXAMSPECIAL
$23 96 par right
Beel Western Falcon Motel
Study S. relax m the privacy
ol your own room
Dec 3 '4 Dec 12-14
Early ok.-m t late ck out
Continental breeklaet 4 free coffee
ReaervaDone 352-4874 ok.*.
Studenta must show vatd BGSU ID
Not van for lemey. fnende or
Otrvef noo-eMuoentl

Couple would ske to adopt healthy white infant
We wl help wUh expeneoe CM ceded anytime. 419-472-9988
Deb - Juel wanted you to know that I love you
now and I srwsys wd - Tony

Merry Apt open for one tomato roommate,
Spring
1990.
call
Karen.
354-8018 Al UBktiea Paid No Depoeit
EMI

Every Mon-Fn 8- 10PM
WBQUSS.1 FM
The beat n R t B, Rap and Dance Mualc
m Northwest Or»o
POWER 88

BGttcwKX-MAS Ornament Sale
Whan: Dae 4-8 (M-F)/Tlme:»-4:00
Where Ed Btog/Prices: 75-$8 00
Oat your Christmas Shopping Dona Early
OSFA * seams
i:$87$10
■ S16-S20
Kay Crewie and Bumper Slickers f 1
Buy NOW al 410 Education
Hockey FaneM'
The Chicago Chapter of the BGSU Alumni As
eodation InvltM you to a ore-game party prior
to the LUC game December 9 m Chicago CM
JAn Ruma 2-2701 for more Into.
METHODIST STUDENTS- Interested In attendIng SeminaryThe Dean o( Admlealona ol the Method* Theological School In Ohio wd be at UCF cantor.
313 Thuretm (across from the sorcnesel this
Tuesday from 2-4 PM to meet with students'
Onto Student IducaBon ftMOC—on. • Thai last
meeting of the YEAR so come andSEE Be
tore we celebrate and CHEER Who hcUa the
KEY. 7:30 TONIGHT 118 ED. ' Good kick on

Mail*.
SALE* CLUB
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Where Caaskry's
Whan: 8 30 Wad Dae 8
Who: Al Pd. Members. Oueets $2 00
Why: Becauae we're going national1
PI Sigma EpaaOn
P.S.E.

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER '352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs UPS. Federal
Expreee. Typing. Reeumee. FAX. Coptee.
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Cholce
Canter lor Chotoa I
Toledo OH 255-7789

CT5Snsr

IROQCUT

YULE CRACK UP!

CHRISTMAS
VACATION
t%rS

's'/.price

JST, «r popcorn nile
~i W^S*
a" Popcorn
*^t^
V* price
Shows at 7:15-9:15 PM

IBMPCFa.
Education Building Lobby
Today and Tomorrow
Dec. 5th i em
10-8

00 JAMtalN' IN JAMAICA

Only $14.98
Praser* coupon lor a or* paga typeae!
resuma and desk with stored resume.
0» coupon par panon. Valid through
12/15/89.

lank'»3
the copy center
i

Open 7 Days
113 Railroad Street

MARCH 18-25TH
Camping: »30»-Lulury Villa t:155l
Special Rates lor Group. (4 or more)

DaSCOUarranNKOUrrrs/DiKOUNTS
■ ALPHA SIGMA PHI •
Hey Alpha Stosit's the moment you've al baan
WONDERmg about - The WINTER WONDERLAND DATE DAW You have 24 hours to find
a dale, so happy hunting end Merry Christmas
Be si the houae at 8:00 p.m
• ALPHA SIGMA PHI •

CALL: JSI-TOUR - HUNT
Free adorable Female Puppy to go to loving
person. H Irrlereeted call trim. Ufssy, Keren,
atls*dsYJ6.
FREE gea. electricity. and heat tor a non-amokkvj male to sublsMS a houae apt. on Leroy Ave
NexttoFiszsa CM Kevin 354 3199

• RACHEL LAIJOHBAUM '
Ccngratutatlone on bang the newly steeled
Marlema PraaManl ol Alpha Pint Ware so
proud ol you1 Love, Your 3 unto Helpers Pern
crme and Brtgltte

Help! I Have 3 Choices Find a roommate. Subteeoe 1 -2 People. Eviction SI 40 each plus uIdtlea CMtrecl353-8l82

OaBMARABaTY
HAPPY EMRTHOAY HAPPY BIRTHOAY
Hey Chick.
Just wanted to Put something In tie paper
since you say I never dot I want to be the first to
wish you a Happy 22nd Brrthdey.learty)"" So
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY
pa. Don't KB Me! I'YOUR BUOOY

Hey uma Essi
Can It be TRUE
Trad Boon Rap-Woman
You I be goin back to school
Evan tho you're 41 8 your hak la gray
you"! ba having fun everyday
Abby goes to Haeklna 8 you BGSU
Trad Chuck's s lucky guy to have you

•Joou: McKenne
lo my teeme weenie
From your rtsy brtsy
You're atnoat out the door babe!
Oat psyched for graduation!
toes love, W.

Hay Mexican Manl
Long tana no see' DO you get lost between Delaware t Mexico? Lafa plan a road kip soon!
Ths Woodpss Cat

Adoption heppty merrled couple ol 14 yrs Ws
prorrase your chad a loving home and financial
security Devoted stay st home mom, caring
dad and one big sister Al medical t legal oxpeneeapald CMeoaect(4191822-9288.

WTRAMURALS GET READY FOR SPRING!
ENTRIES DUE: M INOPT ICE HOCKEY - JAN.
11; M BASKETBALL • JAN 18; W. C BASKETBALL JAN 17
JASMIN' IN JAMAICA

CAUJS8S-TOMI-S8MSS7

AOTT
ATTENTION BOBU
SCOTT K UEEMAN PAY* OFF ALL
HH DEBTS SCOTT KLEEMAN

JAMsstN' IN JAMAICA
Wa don't sM you a ticket and target you.

JEFFOJBeONS
Congrstulstions on bsng aatocted ss University
Amtaaaadar of the Month lor October. Thanks
tor dadtoaaon and hsrdworki
JOUELAMONT
Congrstukitlons on becoming the new Chi-O
Prsaosnti You wd be wondartuH I am really
happy tor youl Love. Jannla. PS. Why didn't
you m me?

I SPRING BREAK
VACATIONS
Bahamas
Jamaica
Bermuda
Rio de Janeiro
e Special discounts
for groups
• Lowest prices
guaranteed
HURRY
* Early bird prices end
December IS
Call MICHELLE 353-7968

Loft Rental $45
SofM$45Refrigeralor$30
CM Space Severe Inc

352-5475
Loft Rental 446
SofM Refrigerator $30
CM Space Savant sic.
352-6478
Loft Rental S46
SofM S46 Retrlgerslor $30
CM Spece Severs mc
363-6476

Loft Rental S4S
Sofoe $45 Refrigerator $30
CM Space Savant Inc.
362-6476
Loft Rente! $46
SofM $45 Refrigerators $30
CM Space Severe Inc
363-6476

Welcome to the Real World
WHAT Me ytu oo/A/o
■re »o OVER CMKVMS
BkEAK, Toe?

/

WOW." I'M IM»AEWtTPXOE/ THAT'S
you TO voLUAyTfM you* Time

COOL OF

TO S\JCH A MOUTHY CAiliE. I'VE A/fVP*
itCN TpllS SIPTOF YOO 6Ef0RE. X HA VF
HEW FOU-VD RESfeCTFo* *bU. WELL I
Ho»EyowHAVE A &#fAT BREAK t)Wt!
/

tLAVNGr SANTA
CMUS AT AN
otPHANAGE IN
MY HomiToUN

you TOO
WooP/l
SEE you
NEXT YEAR!

Needed lem rmt Spring 1990 $137 50 mo
plus ml NEW APT furr»shed 843 Sixth St
354-7038

For sole: Technics SA-2M Receiver. 10 watts
pa, 18 station tuning, lulty dtfaM, took. $
sounds ereel. 1 yr. old Pskt $180.00 new, wW
sell tor 8120. cell HTS»
,
MUST SELL
1084 Dodge Charger $0,000 miles. Qreet ear.
11soOwbaetoWer.r^ai8>4«lt.
One loundtnp aatne ticket lor sale ANYWHERE
nU S PRCE NEGOTIABLE CM372 1244

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
MALE to aubtoaae dean furnished Apt. lor
Spring 90 Close 10 campua 135/month plus
utn CM Ken. Scott, or Joe 354 8419

Single ton tor aest
Greet axMNtonl $70 (negotiable)
1353-3642

PERFUME at Wholesalei Why Pey Morel?
Menor Women. Saneattoaalpricaeiareel lor
CHRISTMASi or youreell CM now! 363-9931
or 3540136

Needed one Female to aubleaia an E Marry
Apt. with 2 other gala can move exam
week needed to sublease by 12/8 Nodepoe»Calafter5pmandasktor Juke 353-8432

"BEVERAGE AIR" Tanmhca Inc nds (Spec
NSF STDHFor storage and/or dwekry ol pre
packaged or bottled products only) 353-3345.
352- 71 75. or message 8747379

Phi Kappa Tau la
taking the cempue by atom
Ruah PM Kappe Tau this spring

Needed. 1 female roommate to shore a 1 bedroomapt onMsin Street 155 00 month and Utitties CM 354-4752
^^^

FOR RENT

Sktw members welcome'

Needed 1 Female clean roommate lor spring
semester
$165/monlh
Call Becky
3538576
Needed 2 roommates for Spring semester In
newty fumiahed apt one block horn campua
OnlyS116 75parmo.
CM Rob or Don at 354-7147

See the Okie World
Study at the University ol East AngHa in Norwich. England Into sessions Dec 8. Jan. 10
17. 411 South HM. 7 30pm or CM mil Pro
grama 2-2247 Appacation Daadana: Jan 19
Esrn 15 BG credit hours.
STACY YETTER
You have made my UFE complete and Fumed
my every dreamt you are the best gal a guy
could aver havell LOVE YOU!
DAVE
The Brothers ol Slgme Chi
Congrstukde Chris Cheuvronl on hie acceplance into the Order ol Omege
The Brothers ol Sigma Chi
Congratulate Dave Bednsrsk I
and JeN Fartlngon being
chosen Brothers ol the Month
for adding new luster to the
White Cross

NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share houae with 3 girls lour houses from
campua FM and Spring Semeeter Contact
Lynn or Kelpy 353-7407
NEEDED: One Male roommate lo lake over rant
lor Spring 90 Close to campua. Greet Living
condrtione. Fumiahed CM Fun. Lonnie. Or Dan
1354-45401 Anytime
One lemale roommate needed to shore s houae
very close to csmpus Own room Rent is
$ 125 mo plus utilities and gaa heal AvM immediately call or leave a message at
352-2744 Ask lor Amy
One Femele roommate tor Spring 90 to ehare
apartment w/ two gala $133.33/ month pkat
ultima Very close lo campus CM353-7891
ONE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Nice, furnished apt. close lo campus
CM 364-7823
One mala wanted to sublease 2 bedroom
apartment for Spring samaatar Cal 354-4446.

To Deb. Mark. Todd. Joe. Me/le. Sara. Bemade
Its. Robin. Jan. Jenni. J J
and Mebaaa
Thanks lor bekig such grest students - we had a
great semester' Enjoy the bresklLove.
Kety
Oast
Jan
WANT TO BUY A HOODED BAJA
HOW ABOUT A BLANKET OR BELT?
NOW YOU DONT HAVE TO GO ALL THE WAY
TO MEXICO JUST CALL STEVE AT TIJUANA
laaPORTS 354-S4I6

One or Two roommates needed to share House
on Ridge Street tor Spring Semester, and each
with own room available CHEAP RENT - under
$130 00 a month Close To campus and Main
street Please Contact Robin al 363-3347
One or Two roommates needed to subksese
lor Spring Semester. 5th st. Duplex. Own
room llreplscs »150/month Call scott al
353-0081 or 353-1584
Hmte Needed lor Spring ot 90 Own room
Rent is $200/mo. Plus gaa. alec. & Phone
3533950
Someone to sublease my furnished downtown
etfic lor 8275'mon CM 353-9457

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 8TH
WINTER WONDERLAND DATE DASH
ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Wanted 1 Male roommate Cheep Rent.
1 Block From Campus. Move In new.
All UtIIHIee pd. except alec 3544619.

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 6TH
WINTER WONDERLANO DATE DASH
ALPHA SIGMA PHI

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free to residents ol
WINTHROP TERRACE
Along with
Three great locations
Free beet A water
24 hour maintenance
Laundromat
18 2 bedroom apertmsnts
I «2lulbathe
SPRING SEMESTER LEASES
352-1135

Emc For Rent $270 mo
All unities Pd
On wooster across street from South HM
353-9068
352-8052
I bdrm. unfurrvehsd upstairs apt.
Downtown - $285™ - NO PETS

CM 352 0000
l bedroom apt. evaaaole 1225/montnplueuMa.
tloe CM 354 8800
1 lemale needed to aubtoaae apt tor Spring
semester Not Is/ from campus $162/mo 1
bedroom, large apt CM Pen or Beth

354 8239
234 1/2 S. College Available NOW! 1-2
bedrm apt Vary doee to csmpus Maximum
occupancy 2 people. Stove 8 refrigerator provided
$2BS/mon
Pit
287-4666 or
1 837 5992
8 bdrm house 3 blocks rtrom BGSU Available
Jan 1 $680/month past uBMtoe Phone
353-3855
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Spring end Summer 1990
• Great location
'Huge Deck
• 2 person. 2 bedroom
■Lola of ton
CM John or Brock Immedletery
363-9889

WHEN IS A GRAPE
A
LETHAL WEAPON?

Wantsd 1. 2. or 3 people to subisese house lor
spring and/or summer semester Ctoeeat
house to campus Located at Thursbn 6 E
Merry. Very inexpensive CM Jim or Scott
354-5458

Apt. tor Rent, Spring Semeeter
Very Ctoae to cempue
CM alter 8pm

WHEN IS A GRAPE
A
LETHAL WEAPON?

Wanted
1 Ismakt. non smoking to share with 2 others
tor Spring Sam Very Nice 146/mth. plus etectric 1-592-7493 collect ot 353-3288

Apt. For lubtoaaa Spring Sem. tor 1 or 2 people completely tumiohed Exirsmsiy ctoae to
campua Good view. If ntereeted.c M Jan.
353-9170

Wanted Male ol Female
to aubtoaae apt wtnt
1 other parson. 2 bedrm.
$450 a month pleas, cal
353-9458

BRAND NEW APARTMENT NEEDS BRAND
NEW FEMALE ROOMATE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER 1990s
LOCATION FOX RUN APARTMENTS PLEASE
CALL 353-7898 LOW RENT. LOW UTILITIES'!

WINTER WONDERLAND
DATE DASH
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
WINTER WONDERLAND
DATE DASH
ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Wlnthrop Terrace-Need aubtoaaed for Spring
semester. 1 bedrm , large Ivtng rm. free gaa $
water Pay electric-very low. Dec and May rent
steady paid' CM Becky/Tammy after 6:00 PM
353-9860

WINTER WONDERLAND
DATE DASH
ALPHA SIGMA PHI

WANTED

CRUISE SHIPS Now taring al positions Both
skded and unskilled For Inlormatkm CM (615)
7795507 Ext H 210

• FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED •
Spring 90 NEW COLUMBIA COURTS
Fun Guaranteed! 352-1401

Eftlclency Apertment tor lubtoese
Alutstieecard Seconds! 210per/mon0i
Lease ends 6-16-90. call Oraenbrlan

382-0717
Excslsnt deal. 1 lemale needed to sublet tor
Spring end or Summer. State St. Very doee to
campua Fum apt-gee tieot-M uM pd Except
wee Rant 81 BO/mo CM Sarah 354-4838
Female roommate needed.
Good location, only $163.00 par mo.
Please cM 354-8833

Fricker'a Restaurant now hiring al poattona.
Apply at 27390 Helen Drive Exit 193 8 Fit. 20
Behind SOHIO Perrysburg.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR NEXT
SEMESTER! CORNER OF 5th I HIGH,
$112.00 PER MONTH PLEASE CALL.
363-8139

• MALE ROOMMATE WANTED •
1 NON-SMOKING MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER NEW, 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED AND
CLOSE TO CAMPUS GREAT PRICE - SI 30
PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES HURRY I THIS
ONE WONT LAST LONG. FEEL FREE TO
CALL FOR MORE INFO 353-7888

Lining up a fob for next semester?
Casey's is s better place to work Apply 2-4
1025N Mam or CM 352-9113

Femele roommate wanted Spring eamealar.
$167.80/month Own bedroom tumlehed
Apt, please cal and leave message 363-8730.

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer
Yr Round. Al countries. Al fields Free Into
Write UC. PO BOX 52-OH03
Corona Del Ma/CA 92625

Furnished efficiency sublease tor Spring Semeeter One Person CM 364-4666 end leave

1 female nonsmoking clean roommate, cal
Prisons 352 4590

PoaMoni available lor cocktail servers, wsiters.
waitresses 8 kitchen personnel. Apptyat Chi
CMS 1686 S Reynolds Rd , or CM 893-7017
between 2-4pm

WE QO WITH YOU
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN

Loft Rental $45
Soloe S45 Relngeralor $30
CM Space Savant ax.
352-5475

Need 1 female roommate tor spring 1990
Close to campua Greet people to Ive with.
Rent $ 143/mo CM 353 8038 lor moreIdO.

HELP WANTED
•

CALL: IS J-TOOR - S8S4SS7
AMYVOJTA
CONGRATULATIONS ON BECCsVaNG THE
1989-90 PANEHLLENIC PRESCENTl
I am so sxcited lor you You wd do an aweeome
tobl Just wtah I would std be around to sea you
In action next yeer! Love. Jamk). PS Good
Luck with your fka) c«tosl mealng tonlghll

NEVER AGAIN
Meeting tonight 9:15
HBAI11

1/2 THE S 8 2x THE FUN

ALPHA PM ALPHA • ALPHA PHI ALPHA
SCOTT COLEMAN
HAPPY BELATED 22nd
Scott,
I know the birthday wish la a weak taw, but I totasy forgot about a bang your birthday Wad I
|uet thought rd put that ma minsgi m tat
paper tor yal Hope you had a Happy 22nd and I
wish You many morelllMIILove ye, your friend,
She*.,

It-nffrtUVTI

Resume Package

Flannel Boxer Shorts are In.
We have a selection of four different
paxda to choose from
T O a Campua Corner 900 E Wooeter
352 3385
FLORIDA, WHO NEEDS ITT

P.M. Planer wl Homemede
Spaghetti leaoa and uxarac Used
12.81 e.arydoy al OBiaillHa'a
EM mordaeaery. 1*2-4441

Nsllonel/Roglonel erticle on csmpus
raps/date-rape
Interviews/complete connOermMty II you have bean a victim 8 would Ike
lo ne«i other, plaae. CM 353 A21B ASAP

POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU88 1MON-FRI8-10 P.M
POWER 88

BETA PUDGES
Dinner Daah Tonight
7:30 at the House
Scott Emery Alao

DEE ZEE •JUUELANOE- DEE ZEE
December 3rd waa your birthday. fmMy 21.
Now you can go out. too bad you're the only
one. Your crazy roommalaa tova yout
Hoty.Margo. and your Square Root
IBMPCFAJR
Educsllon Buedmg Lobby
Today and Tomorrow
Dec. 6th 8 6th
10-5

Msfc) to aubtoaae funaahed apartment vevy
close to csmpus CM 354 861 2

352-5475

-Neophyte NightLow. Your SkUera

CM354HOPE
'APubtorEverydey''
Study M the University ol EMI Angle X Norwich. England Mo S.nlom OK. 0. Jen. 10.
17. 411 South MM 7.30pm or ctfl M Programs 2-2247 Applrason DNAM Jan. 19
Earn 15 BO. credit Houre

Loll Rental US
Sous $45 Refrigerators $30
CM Spece Severs Inc

1 Femele needed to sublease furnished apt. for
spring '90 Rant $180/mo plus else Please
CM 352-4499
1 lemate needed to lubleess sot tor Spring
Semeeter Very Close to Campus 8162/mo I
wdpey 1st month rant. CM 354-3477
1 Femele roomete needed to sublease apt. al E
Merry tor Spring 90 cM 353 5619
1 Mete roommate needed-Spring Semeeter
810 Second St Apt B Negotlobte Price! CM
364-7224.
i wanted for Spring se1 or 2 female aubkk
meeter $t50/mo close to campus, new i
pat. own bathroom PLEASE CALL 354-4107
ASAP-2 non-amoklng females needed to euMma spt tor spring 90 seml-tumisbed. CM
353-5729 sfter 5 pm
Cleaning person needed several hra. par wk
must have transportation CM362-7012
Efficiency tor Sublease 1-2 persona
heat CM 354-8332 AvaaebtsDec 20.

rrse

rentes! rmte to sublease own room. Fum. apt
doee to campus $165/mo CM Janet
353-7492
FEMALE ROOMMATE. QUIET SR OR GRAD
PREFERRED
FOR FALUSP 90' CALL
3524141
HELP! We're oraduatmgl
Clean furrashed. 2 bdrm apt. acroaa from campus-needs unless■■ tor Spring 1990 CM
363-9683

by Fred Wright
woopy wootpAj'T T-ViAVK "r WAS So
SELFLESS AW &ENERouS IP HE SAW
THE FIVE GrOA&EOUi FEMALE ELVES

TXAT X GET
o°° ToWofKWITH!

Toledo's only Fundrinkery. Henry J's is currently faring energetic outgoing people who Hut to
have fun while they work. Now ra the good time
to make extra S lor chrtatmea, Flexible scheduling and car pools available Apply in person at
Henry J'a After 6.00pm Wad-Sun.
Toledo's only fundrinkery. Henry J's IS currently
hiring energetic, outgoing people, who like to
have fun while they work Now is the good time
to make extra $for Christmas. Flexible scheduling and car pocat available Apply in person al
Henry J's sfiei 8 00pm Wed-Sun
Work 15 hours per weekend. Our company la
seeking employees to perform unskded Iglrt
production work. Current openings tor a new
weekend shilt-7 1/2 hours on Saturday and 7
1/2 hours on Sunday. Plant location la only 2
blocks from BGSU campua. The rate ol wage is
$3.35 per hour. If mtaraeted In tret weekend
aUrt. or H you can work at least 16 hours Monday thru Friday, cal the office at 354-2844 or
pick up an appscatton at Advanced Specialty
Product*. Inc. 426 Clougn Street. Bowang
Green. Ohio
x-masHelp
10 EnmusiMtlc Indrviduel needed otmske extra
money during the Chrtatmea ruah. Part Tans
hours IB Uma pay. Cash paid dairy first coma
lust serve Al of BG welcomed M 352-3688

Help! We need to autlsMi 2 bedroom 2 fid
oath completely fumiahed large apartment tor
Spring 90 Need at toast 3 people, wd hold 5
comtortabty. Groal neighbors CM 363-4381
HELP!

HOBUI turn
New Spacioua downtown apt AvM tor Spring
90 Otohweeher 1 or 2 people needed cM
354-4486
Houses and Apis. Ctoae to campua - tor aummar 1990 and 1990-1991 school year. Cal
1-207-3341.
Large 1 bedroom apt, a Matlls Spring 1990 Udaleo paid. Cal 364-7266.
Large sftordebie S bedroom heuee la autlsaieloi Spring Ssaasslsr. This lllllHI
house Inoksdtl earn large kitchen, 1 1A
bathe, petto, comertlent perking. Electric.
water $ sewer paid! Located very doee to
csmpus on E. Court St. Males preferred. Can
8S4-2S76.
Large house. 1 block horn cempus, cheep rent
lor next sem CM 353-5260
Lg Fum 2 Bdrm Apt on 8th St AvM tor Spring
Sem. VERY NICE: New Carpet and Fumaurs
CM 353-4783
Moving to Toiedo-2 bdrm. Maumee apt. Al
ektc Great Location • mmuiee from anywhere In
Toledo area. $380/mo CM 668-1274
Neerty new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bathe, unrum
ept Stove, retrtg $ rjehweahar ndudod AveaV
s«enowstartlnoal$400'month
CM John Newtovs Reel Estate 364-2260

FOR SALE

Poe Road etfldency For Spring Free UesSaa.
Rant Neaoheble. 363-9772.

1979 Plymouth Votore, green. 2 door, 6 eyl.
$226 00-Beat offer 362-0776 or 267-3784

Private rooma 3 btocka BGSU SheraJhang are.
psrOy fumiehed $136 par/month. Avsaabra
soon/phone 363-3866

1986 Okie Cutlaaa Celels Gorgeous, loaded,
reaebie warranty Below book.
Mike Tyson photos/mixer,turntable more...
2 beautiful pendsnts-'m with over 60 daamonda and md w/chempsgne gkanssldtomonde) and "Toast to us" Each apprelead st
$2600. Asking $1200 or offer each Private
owner View at Da Jswtors acroaa torn B.
Frenklin You can deelgn a ring from either
Oueatlona?
CM John 372-8170 after 9 8 weekends
1987 Toppe eels lor sale. $27 mint 89 Upper
Deck Box-$70 Cornice from 198283. Batman. Swempfhkig. Purasher. ethers, spprox
1 OO-cheep Deve 666-3131. lesvemsissgs
Alpha Romeo Converter
1973 CtaaaK. British Racing
Green Open lo offers
CM 1-385-8512

S 8 V RENTALS. One $ Two bedroom spt „
houses, eiiesshls 9812 month lesaea. CM
352 7464.
SUBLEASE APT. tor Spring BO 2 bdrm. big K
ng rm. for more Into. cM 364-6328 after
6:00pm
Tked d paying a atomtord? Wnnrnmass wanted
1/1 thru 6/16 No depoelta Own room and
bash 364-1366
TsWO C»» YOUR extCdeelATBT
Parted enviency ept a Msrili WmsJkdeli tor
quHt InoMrJuel 420 S. Mali #2 ueMfee paU
CM 3530997
Wlrrlhrop Terrace Apertmsnts ere now kdang
appacesons tor Spring and FM 90 leeeea 1 t
2 bedroom apertment. enalahai. Three great
locaaone. heal Included, ireanfcsnenee. laundry,
see. CM 362-9136 or come to 400 Natnlaon
Rd.

